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Folk Dancing - Looking Back
By Stefania Szlek Miller
This article was written as a Guest Editorial in the December 2011 issue of the Folk
Dancer magazine, in which the first of Stefania’s 5-part series was published.
When Bev Sidney asked for volunteers to fill in for
Kevin Budd while he is taking a well-deserved
sabbatical from editing the Folk Dancer, I suggested
writing a series of articles on folk dancing as
reflected in the magazine’s continuous publications
since 1969. This issue begins with my coverage of
OFDA’s early publications culminating with the 25th
anniversary celebration of folk dancing in Toronto
in 1973. Ruth Ostrower’s article in a forthcoming
issue will provide an insider’s perspective on the
challenges of producing very professional
publications, especially before the onset of
computers. We hope these articles will stimulate
readers to contribute their recollections.
My review is a highly impressionistic account
of events and trends, and my apologies in advance to
individuals and groups who were not mentioned but
who contributed to the folk dance scene during this
period. Articles with more detailed information are
noted in the text, and my subsequent overviews will
include references to historical accounts published
in OFDA’s publications.
I have tried to balance the seriousness of this
endeavour with some humour, and it certainly is not
my intention to make fun of dance etiquette and its
proponents. Folk dance traditions, nevertheless, raise
questions about gender roles as well as other issues.
Some of you may recall Richard Schmidt’s humorous
instructions (shades of Yul Brynner in The King and
I) about the woman’s deferential role in bowing to
her partner in the elegant Polonez Royale which he
taught at the 2011 Ontario Folk Dance Camp. We

laughed, especially since so many women were
dancing the male role. Subsequent articles will
address the complex question of “authenticity” of
folk dances, and how they are presented and danced
in contemporary social groups.
Why bother looking back? It is intrinsically
important to record the past and trace the evolution
of folk dancing in our area and elsewhere. As leader
of the Hamilton Folk Dance Club for many years, I
have recorded the club’s activities over some 27
years, in my annual and other reports to members.
These records show the influence of club members,
guest teachers as well as OFDA, in the club’s
evolution and success. Each club has its own
dynamic, and I hope in my review of OFDA’s
publications to find out more about other groups –
including those who are no longer in existence – to
discover what attracts us to folk dancing, and how
can we sustain an activity that continues to give us so
much joy.
This project is also a voyage of discovery for
me. The death of my father in 2008 has made me
more retrospective about the past. My regular visits
with my 87-year-old mother, who lives in a nursing
home, have made me even more conscious of the
fragility of memory and the importance of written
records. Virginia Woolf in To the Lighthouse, her
most autobiographical novel, stresses the lasting
virtue of words and images. Her motto: “We are the
words; we are the music; we are the thing itself.”
(Cited in Julia Brigg, Virginia Woolf [Harcourt,
2005], 354)
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By Stefania Szlek Miller
Long after memories fade, words and pictures live
on. Anyone interested in folk dancing is beholden to
the hard-working editors and staff of the publications
of the Ontario Folk Dance Association (OFDA).
These include: issues of the OFDA Newsletter from
1969 to March 1973, and the Ontario Folkdancer,
as it was called from April, 1973 to 1996 with some
changes in the title presentation. The current title
Folk Dancer was adopted in January 1997 (Volume
28), with the subtitle: Magazine of the Ontario Folk
Dance Association. These publications remain the
main source for the history of recreational or social
folk dancing in our region.
This article focuses on the first few years of
OFDA’s publications. It is a highly impressionistic
review, but I hope that it will stimulate others to write
about their recollections. Heidi Fiebig and Ruth
Ostrower, who between them have decades of
experience editing and producing OFDA
publications, sent me helpful comments on the article,
for which I am very grateful. I am solely responsible
for any errors, glaring omissions and other sins.
OFDA’s Early Years: 1969–73
OFDA was established in June of 1969, and the
first issue of the OFDA Newsletter (September/
October 1969) was launched with enthusiasm by
editors David Youngs and Bob Kenigsberg (also first
chairman of OFDA). They invited submissions for a
symbol for the organization as well as for “black
leather jackets” – one has images of folk dancers
competing for attention with the Hell’s Angels. A
very striking logo, created by Hans Sanders and
embellished by Hy Diamond, was soon adopted, and
the newsletter was circulated in stapled pages of 8
to 10 sheets until the adoption of the current folded
booklet format in 1972. The major focus was on
Toronto dance groups, and announcements included:

upcoming workshops and parties, teacher training
courses directed by Teme Kernerman, as well as
participation and performances by folk dancers at
events such as Toronto’s Caravan. Contributors
submitted glowing reviews of dance camps, including
the annual May Ontario Folk Dance Camp, then held
at the University of Western Ontario, in London.
There were dance notes of recently taught dances,
and Karen Kingstone’s “The Kook’s Korner” with
recipes for such delicacies as Finnish “Liver Pudding,
yecch!”
There was a considerable turnover of editors in
the first few years, and a lot of soul-searching about
the purpose of the organization and its publication.
Hans Sanders and Al Gladstone were mainly
responsible for issues beginning with the May 1971
newsletter. By then there were many more
announcements about dancing in Canada, the United
States and Europe. By March 1972, Dorothy Sloan
was editor, and her passion for folklore was reflected
in her instructive articles focusing on a specific
country or culture.
After a very good start, OFDA was in danger of
collapsing by the fall of 1972. Chris Bennett reported
in the December 1972 issue that the organization was
not receiving “support and co-operation from the
various groups and leaders.” The report of the January
27, 1973 revival meeting in Toronto, attended by
some 100 dancers, indicated that there was
consensus to reactivate OFDA. Chris and Barb
Bennett took over as editors of OFDA’s newsletter
in March of 1973, with Dorothy Sloan continuing as
folklore editor. The April issue, under the new title
Ontario Folkdancer, included a sharp rebuke from
Barb Bennett to folk dancers to pay the $3.00 OFDA
membership fee. Heidi Fiebig assumed the
newsletter editorship in September, 1973 (a position
that she was to hold until 1983), with Dorothy Sloan
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continuing as folklore editor and Hans Sanders in
charge of publishing. By then some 100 dancers had
paid the membership fee, and OFDA had the support
and financial resources to fulfill its mandate.
25th Anniversary
The big event of 1973 was the celebration of 25
years of folk dancing in Toronto. The October 1973
issue included a very informative article by Nancy
Leslie and Heidi Fiebig on Ivy (formerly Krehm)
Wittmeyer’s role in starting recreational folk dancing
in Toronto in 1948, and her influence on teachers such
as Teme Kernerman, Olga Sandolowich, Jack Geddes,
Al Gladstone and Frank Morrison. Homage was also
paid to Ernie Krehm, the dance director of the
University Settlement groups, who (with Ivy) fostered
the folk dance movement in Toronto. In the same issue,
excerpts from Ivy’s 1959 “The University Settlement
Folk Dancers’ Story” provided more background
information along with a picture of the 1948
performance group at Hart House at the University
of Toronto. Ivy acknowledged the influence of Mary
Ann and Michael Herman from New York for serving
as inspirational models for the Toronto dance scene.

The University Settlement Performance Group
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The 25th anniversary festivities demonstrated
the robustness of OFDA, the official sponsor of the
events. Dancers from across Canada and the United
States participated in the celebrations in Toronto,
and this included Ivy (she had moved to California
in the mid-1960s). On Saturday, 20 October, Ivy
along with Mary Ann Herman and Vyts Beliajus led
very successful workshops. About 200 people
attended the “Grand Ball” that evening. It was a real
community
celebration, as
the stories and
pictures in the
November and
December issues
demonstrate.

Impressions
The
folk
Ivy (Krehm) Wittmeyer, 1973
dance movement
was certainly
vibrant during
this period. Compared to today, there were many
more young people dancing, and this included a fair
number of men. There were many couple dances
along with line and circle dances from Europe, North
America, Israel, and other regions. While Olga
Sandolowich and out-of-town instructors, like Yves
Moreau (his first Toronto workshop was in April
1971), introduced much-loved dances from
Macedonia, Bulgaria and other regions, dances from
the Balkans did not appear to dominate the repertoire
as much as when I started folk dancing some 30 years
ago. But the balance between couple and line dances
was already shifting as Lanie Melamed from
Montreal lamented the decline of “sociable” couple
dances “which moved slowly and graciously and gave
people a chance to look at each other and say a word
or two.” (Letter in December 1973 issue.)
There was also greater stress in the past on
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etiquette and proper
dress. The May 1971
OFDA Newsletter
reprinted
Ernie
Krehm’s
“Dance
Etiquette,” a collection of mostly
sensible rules for
dancers. This includes
good advice when
visiting other dance
villages: “When in
Rome, do what the
Romans do.” The
admonitions about
Ernie Krehm,1973
proper dress are rather
quaint. Krehm recommends that “girls” wear full skirts or dresses, and
chides: “Slacks for girls are taboo for many reasons.”
“Men” (reference is to men, not boys) are advised to
wear “comfortable sport shirts” with long or short
sleeves. The September 1973 issue of the Ontario
Folkdancer also reprinted an article by the editor of
Let’s Dance about “proper dress.” While gently
suggesting that men wear long-sleeve shirts rather
than showing “hairy arms,” the author is unequivocal
about what “ladies” should not wear on the dance
floor: pant suits, “hot pants,” or “walking shorts.”
Apparently there was no need to scold men about
showing their hairy legs in shorts.
Reviewing the 23 issues of OFDA’s publications
from 1969 to 1973 whetted my appetite to learn
more about the various Toronto and other groups in
our region, including the McMaster folk dance club,
which emerged in 1972 under the leadership of Chris
Bennett. I joined the McMaster folk dancers in 1977
when Chris was no longer teaching, and I would like
to know more about the precursor of our current
Hamilton International Folk Dance Club. The history
of the recreational folk dance scene since 1948 was
also very illuminating, but I am still curious about its
roots in Canada and elsewhere. There probably was a
lively tradition of folk dancing in Ontario prior to
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1948, but this would entail a different line of inquiry
from the objective of this article.
It was a pleasure to read about folk dancing in
Toronto and region, and the wonderful people who
made it all happen. It is a testament to the staying
power of folk dancing that so many of the instructors
and dancers in the 1960s and 70s continue to teach
and dance to the present day.
............
Stefania Szlek Miller is a long-time OFDA member,
and leader of the Hamilton International Folk
Dance Club. Dr. Szlek Miller retired as a faculty
member from McMaster University in 2008. Her
research and teaching focused on international
human rights and the politics of Eastern Europe.
Her next article will focus on 1974–1983: Heidi
Fiebig’s editorship of the Ontario Folkdancer.
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Dance Frenzy (1974–83)
By Stefania Szlek Miller
Reading the 95 issues of the Ontario Folkdancer
for the 1974–83 decade was a revelation of the
tremendous growth of folk dance activity in our
region and elsewhere. Toronto clubs offered a variety
of international folk dance sessions as well as
classes for families, couples, teenagers, and
children. Just as impressive was the emergence of
clubs outside of Toronto such as in Barrie, Brampton,
Guelph, Hamilton, Kitchener, London and other
places. The Ottawa folk dance club was especially
active, growing from 15 to 80 members by its 10th
anniversary in 1979 (Rhoda Bodnoff’s report in the
May 1979 issue). Clubs in other provinces from
Vancouver to Montreal and Halifax were also
experiencing tremendous growth. The 1980 report
from the Vancouver club indicated that 150 dancers
attended its 21st-anniversary party (December
1980).
There were countless workshops and special
events sponsored by individual clubs and Ontario
Folk Dance Association (OFDA). The list of
workshops and camps in other provinces, the United
States, Europe and other regions filled many pages
under upcoming events. International festivals
abounded in Ontario (Harbourfront was particularly
active) and elsewhere. Performing groups such as
the Settlement Dancers, Selyani Macedonian, and
Nirkoda Israeli ensembles along with other groups
performed at various folk festivals. Teme Kernerman
organized and directed Rikudiyah, the very
successful children’s Israeli dance festival which
continues to this day. By its 10th anniversary in
1980, over 300 children, ages 8–12, participated in
the Toronto Israeli festival. Another pool of potential
international folk dancers was the Claude Watson
School for the Performing Arts, with student folk
dance performances under the direction of Dale
Hyde.
OFDA
This period is also marked by phenomenal

growth in OFDA’s membership – from 100 in the
initial period to well over 400 – and this included
members across Canada, United States, Europe, and
other regions. As the lists below indicate, OFDA had
outstanding leaders who were elected at annual
membership meetings. According to Diane
Gladstone, President in 1979, OFDA’s mission was
to serve as an “umbrella for all folkdance activities
throughout Ontario and that O.F.D.A. only carry out
independently projects not available or undertaken
by any individual groups” (September 1979). The
Ontario-wide mandate was somewhat weakened by
the fact that all OFDA annual meetings as well as
most of their special events were held in Toronto.
The Ottawa club takes the trophy for offering
programmes in both of Canada’s official languages.
From September 1973 to 1983, Heidi Fiebig
was the editor of the Ontario Folkdancer, assisted
by Hans Sanders, Dorothy Sloan, Walter Bye, Ruth
Ostrower, and other hardworking staff. These
volunteers devoted many hours of their time to
publishing a very professional newsletter, with
feature articles on folk dancing and folklore. Thanks
to the Ontario government’s publishing grants,
facilitated by the Ontario Arts Council, issues were
distributed to schools and libraries in Ontario.
OFDA’s publications are also deposited in the
archives at the National Library of Canada in Ottawa.
To defray increasing costs of production and
distribution, OFDA’s membership fee was raised
from $3.00 to $4.00 in 1977, and then to $6.00
($8.00 for family membership) in 1981. These fees
are comparable to current rates. For a very
reasonable fee, members receive the publications
as well as reduced rates at numerous folk dance
events. This includes a reduced rate at the annual May
Ontario Folk Dance Camp (the camp is a separate
corporation from OFDA). While paid advertisements
increased OFDA’s finances in the 1970s, overall
expenses at times exceeded revenues, and there are
notes of appreciation from Heidi Fiebig in the
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Ontario Folkdancer thanking individuals for
contributing money, aside from volunteering time,
to the production of the publication.
I have no doubt that OFDA’s publication
influenced the growth of folk dancing in Ontario and
other regions of Canada. Before the explosion of
the internet in the 1990s, anyone interested in folk
dancing relied on the Ontario Folkdancer for news
about groups and special events. A potential pool of
new folk dance instructors was facilitated by OFDAsponsored teacher training sessions, organized by
Teme Kernerman. Some of the students who
participated in the training sessions contributed
articles on folklore to the newsletter.
Many others also wrote feature articles about
folk dance and music from around the world. This
includes a report on research on Bulgarian folk
music by Tim Rice, the noted ethnomusicologist, in
the December 1981 issue; “Izvor,” his band of
talented musicians, also played at many folk dance
events. Dale Hyde provided dance descriptions as
well as regular reviews of recordings of music.
There were critical reviews of groups such as
Duquesne University “Tamburitzans” as well as
glowing accounts of Rina Singha’s performances of
classical Indian dance. OFDA’s telephone hotline,
introduced in 1982, assisted members and visitors
to find a place to get their folk dance fix. For those
who love to dance and eat (and it seems the two go
together for many), Walter Bye compiled and
contributed to two OFDA cookbooks. Throughout
this period, there were also many special events
sponsored by OFDA.
Highlights
OFDA’s 1977 “Nordic” party was in honour of
Gwendolyn Peacher, who was leaving for the United
States after teaching international folk dance at the
University of Toronto for nine years (June 1976 and
February 1977 issues). Teaching of folk dance at
universities and schools at this time obviously
provided a stimulus for social folk dancing. Walter
Bye was one of Gwen’s former students.
Unfortunately, very few universities now offer dance
programmes. By the 1990s, many if not most of the
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physical education departments at universities were
also phased out and replaced with kinesiology, the
scientific study of movement which is closely
aligned with medical research. But we will return to
this issue and its repercussions on social folk
dancing in another article.
The Ontario government selected Olga Veloff
Sandolowich as one of 21 artists (others included
Margaret Atwood and Veronica Tennant) for an arts
exhibit entitled “We Among Others” at the Canadian
Cultural Centres in Paris and London, and
subsequently in Toronto. The Ontario Folkdancer
extended the folk dance community’s
congratulations to Olga for her promotion of “folk
dancing as an exciting art and a beautiful part of
Canadian life” (February 1978).
The March 1980 issue reported on OFDA’s
“Come Let’s Dance Party” in honour of Mary Ann
and Michael Herman from New York. The celebration
in Toronto – attended by international folk as well
as Scottish country and square dancers – was also a
fund-raiser for the Hermans’ exhibition of costumes
at the Lincoln Center Library in New York. As noted
in my previous article, the Hermans served as an
inspiration for the Toronto dance movement, and
their camp in Maine was a summer dance and holiday
highlight for many dancers from our region.
Over 200 folk dancers participated in the 1981
tribute party for Teme Kernerman, Olga
Sandolowich, Al Gladstone, and Ernie Krehm – the
four deans of the international folk dance movement
in Ontario. An OFDA scholarship endowment fund
in their honour was established to support folk dance
research by recipients who would disseminate their
findings to the broader OFDA membership (June
1981). The extensive interviews with Teme, Olga,
Al and Ernie provide valuable information about how
they became involved in folk dancing and their
approaches to teaching and leading groups (April
1981).
Doris Epstein’s interview with Moshiko –
Moshe Itzhak Halevy – in the May 1974 issue also
provided important insights on the evolution and
teaching of Israeli folk dances. Moshiko succinctly
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described how new dances fit into the folk dance
tradition. As a highly trained dancer and performer,
Moshiko also traced his interest in composing and
creating new music and dances and teaching them to
social folk dance groups. Ken Skolnyk’s
recollections of Jewish and Israeli dance, past and
present (interview in November 1981), were an
interesting contrast to Moshiko’s views.
I also learned a lot from reading Karen Bennett’s
interview with David Green in the October 1981
issue. David was an instructor who taught in the
Guelph group until 1981, and then at the Hamilton
Folk Dance Club in 1984–85. Referring to a folk
dance workshop that he attended in Hungary, David
stressed that one did not have to understand
Hungarian to learn the dances. He, of course, had
the experience and knowledge of dance language to
grasp the styling intricacies of what was being
shown. But his point is well taken since so much of
how one learns to folk dance is based on visual cues.
What did we do before video and other recordings
of dance instructions?
Just as instructive, regrettably, are some of the
obituaries published in the Ontario Folkdancer.
Carson Whelan, who died in 1976, was remembered
as a “pioneer” of folk dance teachers in the Toronto
area. He and Margaret Whelan began dancing at the
Madsen Folk Dance School in 1942, and were very
active in teaching, directing, and performing in the
“Village Folk Dancers” (September 1976). Fred
Berk, who died in 1980, was recognized as the
“Father of Israeli Folk Dance” in North America.
Based in New York, Fred Berk made a huge
contribution by producing “Tikvah” label records and
instructions of Israeli dances (April 1980). I would
like to know more about these and other pioneers
of the folk dance movement.
On the Lighter Side
There were numerous happy, sometimes poetic,
reviews of the annual May Ontario Folk Dance
camps, workshops and other events by Ruth
Ostrower. One has to admire her execution of “a 57
second tongue twister for the feet” (September
1977). She obviously dances a lot since she remains
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her slim self, despite loving all those chocolate
snacks! Others also wrote about out-of-province and
country camps, including a hilarious account of their
misadventures at the Maine 1977 summer camp by
Molly Frankel, Cecille Ratney, and Sandy Starkman
(September 1977). Forrest Holroyd, who led the
McMaster dance group from 1977 to 1979 before
he departed for the United States, provided a list of
16 gems in the September 1980 issue under
“Murphy’s Law for Folk Dancers.” My favourite:
“The night you wear your Hungarian costume is the
night they serve spaghetti.”
The March 1978 issue focused on children, with
a report from Prunella Barlow, a folk dance teacher
in Vancouver, about her young students’ reaction to
Ernie Krehm’s “Dance Etiquette” (reprinted in the
October 1977 issue). Geoff, age 13, indicated:
“Girls should wear skirts, because there are some
dances that have swishing.” A wonderful and simple
explanation! Erika, age 9, reported that girls need to
“take turns being a boy.” Presumably one does not
“swish” one’s skirt then. They all agreed on the rule
of politeness. Nicole, age 10, hit the nail on the head
when she said: “If someone smells of garlic, don’t
tell them; don’t put your nose in your arm, or hold
your nose.”
In a subsequent issue (September 1980), there
was an article reprinted from a Vancouver paper about
Prunella’s approach which is worth quoting: “Know
how to walk? Then you’ll be pleased to hear that you
can also folk dance. Unlike ballet or some of the
more difficult dance styles, folk is designed for
everyone with any degree of mobility.” She
obviously was not teaching Mihai David’s Floricica
Olteneasca or a complicated four-part Israeli dance
to her young charges.
Dance “Stampede”
The trend in adult social folk dancing was very
much towards learning new and often highly
choreographed dances, taught in the frenzy of
workshops and camps that characterized the decade
under review. As early as 1974, Ernie Krehm and
other teachers were expressing concern that the large
number of new dances were not being assimilated
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and retained, and that “old dances were being lost in
the stampede for the latest.” While recognizing that
different groups had their favourites, whether Balkan
or Israeli, they emphasized the need for a core of
dances that united the community of folk dancers
(January 1974). The trend towards greater
specialization was not unique to Toronto. An
instructor writing in a New York folk dance magazine
lamented that there was increasing condescension
towards “beginners’ dances” by cliques and showoffs – “those who know it, and must show it”
(reprinted from Folkdance Magazine in the January
1977 issue).

like Floricica Olteneasca. Unfortunately, IFDC was
scheduled on Thursday evenings, the same night that
Settlement met in close geographic proximity to the
new club, which forced people to choose between
one group and another. IFDC was later changed to
Friday nights under the dynamic leadership of Judy
Silver and a committee of talented teachers. The
trend towards more intricate dances was also evident
in the Israeli dances which were being created and
taught by guest teachers at various Israeli workshops
and camps.

In the December 1978 issue of the Ontario
Folkdancer, Karen Bennett aroused passions by
criticizing a workshop at Settlement House because
there were too many couple dances which she felt
were not “greatly suitable for the Toronto folk dance
scene.” For her, “Balkan is of unsurpassable
interest.” Al and Diane Gladstone welcomed
“beginners” and “hot shots” to their folk dance club
(February 1979). Frank Boyd complained about too
much new material, with the result that interested
beginners were overwhelmed and quit the folk dance
scene (December 1980). Another writer agreed that
she preferred learning a few dances but doing them
well, based on her experience at Pece Atanasovski’s
camp in Macedonia (February 1981). Walter Bye
replied in his usual diplomatic way by agreeing that
there was an overabundance of new dances and gave
as an example that Toronto had just hosted three
weekend workshops with Israeli teachers. He called
for a balance of adding new material while retaining
a core of old dances. His conclusion, however, was
that we should return to putting “international” back
into folk dancing (February 1981).

These trends raise questions about the nature
of folk dance. One view expressed by Lucille
Armstrong, one of the judges at the International
Eisteddfod Festival in Wales, which invites folk
groups from around the world, is that folk dances
have to be “authentic” and not invented or
choreographed for a performance. The stress is on
“traditional” dances as “they were handed down by
our ancestors.” This conception of folk dance could
be taken to extremes. For example, an irate observer
of the 1974 Eisteddfod festival was shocked that “at
least half of the ‘Turkish’ team were English people,”
which “opens the door to anybody doing anyone
else’s dances and maybe in any old costume – and
the foundations of authenticity at Eisteddfod will no
longer exist” (both articles reprinted in the March
1975 issue from the Society for International Folk
Dancing).

The movement towards more intricate folk
dances did stimulate interest, especially among longtime dancers as well as a younger cohort who wanted
more challenging material. While the Ontario
Folkdancer does not provide details about why the
University of Toronto International Folk Dance Club
(IFDC) was formed in 1975 under the leadership of
Chris Bennett, one suspects that its emphasis was
on highly choreographed dances, especially from the
Balkans. I’m willing to bet that they loved dances

Authenticity

Based on the above rather strict criteria, the
Selyani Macedonian ensemble ranked very highly
(fifth in the dance competition) at the 1977
Eisteddfod competition (February 1978). The
following year, the Settlement Dancers were invited
to compete. According to reports, the audience loved
Settlement’s performances of two Canadian dances,
and were not pleased when the judges ranked them
in sixth place in the dance competition (September
1978). One does wonder whether the Settlement
Dancers lost points for doing a French-Canadian
dance while harbouring some “Anglos” in their
group.
Clearly under Lucille Armstrong’s criteria,
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social folk dancing would not be considered to be
authentic. This is just as well since her criteria are
too restrictive (even fossilized), and I leave it to
academic specialists to determine how and why one’s
ancestors actually danced. Walter Bye’s call for more
“international” content to offset trends towards
specialization, whether Balkan or Israeli, is of more
immediate concern. No matter how well-intentioned,
most social international groups have a limited range
of international folk dances that are actually done
on a regular basis.

article, which will focus on the 1984–91 period,
when Walter Bye assumed the editorship of the
Ontario Folkdancer.

On the 25th anniversary of the Ontario Folk
Dance Camp in 1983, Walter Bye tabulated the
number of dances taught from 56 countries and
regions over this period. Square dances topped the
list at 41, with Bulgaria coming second with 30. In
the first few years the camp was actually called the
Ontario Folk and Square Dance Camp. Walter’s table
also shows that the teaching of square dancing at
camp declined after 1966 (May 1983). This does
not mean that square dancing was no longer popular.
Well into the 1990s, hundreds of square dancers
from all over North America and beyond congregated
each spring to dance at McMaster University. They
may have preferred to concentrate on a specific genre
of folk dance, like the Scottish and English Country
dancers. Tastes in international folk dance circles
also change over time, as is evident in my review of
the 1974–83 period.

Editorial Staff of Ontario Folkdancer, 1974–83

I wish to acknowledge helpful comments and
editorial corrections to an initial draft of this article
from Karen Bennett and Ruth Ostrower. I am solely
responsible for any errors or omissions.

Heidi Fiebig, Newsletter Editor, 1974–83
Hans Sanders, Publisher, 1974–82
Dorothy Sloan, Folklore Editor, 1974–75
Ruth Ostrower, Producer, Typist, Writer, 1974–83
Walter Bye, Associate Editor, 1975–83
Karen Bennett, Assistant Editor, 1981–82
Margaret Whelan, Advertising/Promotion, 1978–83
Dayle Youngs also assisted with the calendar of
events for some years prior to her and her husband’s
move to Brampton. Heidi also thanked individuals
who assisted in producing various issues, including
making a financial contribution to defray the
expenses of publication.
List of OFDA Presidents, 1974–83

Conclusion
This was certainly a very vibrant decade of folk
dancing, with so many new groups, new dances, and
new trends. It underscores not only the influence of
OFDA on the folk dance scene in our region, but
also the need for an umbrella organization to draw
people from various groups together. As noted,
OFDA’s tribute parties and ethnic dinners drew large
crowds of dancers. One could also not piece together
the dynamics of folk dance without the publication
of the Ontario Folkdancer. For their many years of
editing and publishing service, Heidi Fiebig and Hans
Sanders were recognized with a lifetime membership
in OFDA (May 1979). Other accolades for the
volunteers who work hard on behalf of the whole
folk dance community will be noted in my next

Shelley Garshowitz, 1974–75
Sandy Starkman, 1975–78
Diane Gladstone, 1978–80
Walter Bye, 1980–81
Ruth Ostrower, 1981–83
Ed Thompson, elected in 1983
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Reaching Out: 1984–91
By Stefania Szlek Miller
Walter Bye, editor of the Ontario FolkDancer from
1984 until his death in 1991, left an impressive
legacy, especially in reaching out to areas beyond
the local and Ontario folk dance scene. As Ruth
Ostrower indicated in her article [in this issue; see
p. 5], Walter was involved with all aspects of folklore,
and his regular “Hiers ek Wiers” columns provided
extensive information about people and events. He
also attracted many talented contributors to the
magazine, such as the still-anonymous “Natasha” and
“Gradina.” Aside from their humorous commentary
on the folk dance scene, they also addressed serious
issues such as Natasha’s discussion of the effect of
AIDS on folk dancing (December 1989). While
writing this series, I tried to bribe Ruth to reveal the
identities of Natasha and Gradina, but the lady was
not to be bought.
Walter made a point of inviting contributors who
did not necessarily share his views. He was not afraid
of stirring up controversy, such as the lively, and
sometimes bitter, exchange of views about the nature
of social folk dancing in our region marking the 20th
anniversary of OFDA. This editorial independence
is one of the reasons why I decided to focus on
periods, marked by different editors of the magazine.
Each editor brings her or his own special talent as
well as skill in attracting reviewers and contributors.
The constant is that the magazine remains the main
source for the history of folk dancing in our region
and beyond.
Full disclosure: During the time of Walter’s
editorship, I became seriously involved with folk
dancing by being elected to lead the Hamilton folk
dance group after David Green, our first instructor,
left for McGill University in 1985. With the
enthusiasm of a new convert, I became immersed in
the frenzy of workshops and camps to learn new
dances and approaches to teaching them. I also served
on the OFDA executive council and contributed to
the Ontario FolkDancer. This included an

intemperate letter that I wrote in response to Karen
Bennett’s review of OFDA’s 20th-anniversary party.
OFDA
Ed Thompson, Margaret Whelan, Fred Slater and
Marg Murphy were outstanding presidents of OFDA
during this period, and they drew to the executive a
large number of people from Toronto dance groups
as well as representatives from regional groups. As a
result of this outreach, I served on the OFDA council
representing Hamilton. In their annual reports,
published in the magazine, members were informed
of major policies and activities. The organization
incorporated, sought savings as a non-profit
corporation (thanks to the chartered accountancy
skills of Fred Slater), and addressed important issues,
such as liability insurance. By its 20th anniversary in
1989, some 450 members paid the annual
membership fee of $15 ($20 for family), and 120
different people had served on the elected OFDA
executive during the 20-year period (January 1990).
Major regular events included ethnic dinners, fall
harvest parties at Denis Bowman’s residence at King
City, and annual general meetings. Fundraising events
for the OTEA scholarship (named after Olga
Sandolowich, Teme Kernerman, Ernie Krehm and Al
Gladstone) included the very successful “top 40”
party where participants danced to their favourite
dances based on a survey of members (June 1989).
Jean McAdam and Sheryl Demetro designed
attractive logos for folk dance shirts, which many of
us bought and still wear. The same design was used
on notecards to commemorate OFDA’s 20th
anniversary. Terri Taggart transferred membership
data to a computer program, facilitating a more
efficient communication network.
In cooperation with the Community Folk Arts
Council of Toronto (thanks to Ed Thompson’s
contacts), OFDA in 1987 assumed responsibility for
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leading eight international dance evenings at
Harbourfront during the months of July and August.
As Margaret Whelan reported (December 1987),
these were great opportunities to promote
international folk dancing, and she thanked local
teachers for leading each evening. According to Marg
Murphy, some of the Harbourfront sessions attracted
as many as 430 people (October 1989). This was a
major recruitment initiative, since participants were
invited to join international folk dance groups in the
area. Fred Slater also challenged local folk dance
instructors to assist or start new clubs outside of
Toronto (June 1989).

cultural heritage in Montreal in the fall of 1990. The
conference, hosted by Folklore Canada International,
was attended by some 150 delegates from 50
countries. The keynote speaker was Gerry Weiner,
Canadian federal cabinet minister responsible for
Multiculturalism and Citizenship. He stressed:
“Folkloric arts are a visible expression of Canadian
identity as well as a unifying force” (report in
December 1990 issue). While this may be seen as a
federalist position meant to counter the separatist
voices in Quebec, many of us share his sentiment.

Folk dancers were also encouraged to participate
in Canadian folk festivals, including the annual weeklong folk festival in Drummondville, Quebec. This
non-competitive festival, with more than 20 different
international groups participating, attracted some
half-million visitors each year (September 1989).
Some of the performing groups also travelled after
Drummondville to Ontario folk festivals or concert
engagements. OFDA assumed responsibility for
looking after 54 dancers and musicians of the
Bulgarian “Yane Sandanski” ensemble, which
included billeting and organizing concerts for the
ensemble in Toronto (July 1987).

In 1988, the Settlement House Dancers
celebrated their 40th anniversary, which was followed
soon after by a tribute to Ernie Krehm, who was
retiring from folk dancing. Started in 1948,
Settlement was the longest continuous folk dance
club in Toronto at the time. It was also one of the
founding groups of OFDA in 1969 (see my first
article in the December 2011 issue). Many of OFDA’s
signature events, such as ethnic dinners/dances as
well as summer dancing in the park, were initiated
by the Settlement group (April 1988). Tributes to
Ernie on his retirement demonstrated the dominant
role that he played in fostering the folk dance
movement in Toronto (June 1988).

Another major highlight was the October 1988
Toronto concert by “L’Ensemble Folklorique
Mackinaw,” sponsored by OFDA with financial
assistance from the governments of Quebec and
Ontario. Mackinaw was formed in 1974 in
Drummondville and was one of the founding partners
of the Drummondville festival initiated in that city
in 1982. Mackinaw’s 45 dancers, musicians and
singers gave a superb performance in Toronto, with
Walter Bye, who spoke impeccable French, serving
as master of ceremonies. Folk dancers also had an
opportunity to learn more about French-Canadian
dancing at workshops and social gatherings
(September and October 1988 issues). It was a great
cultural experience with our neighbours from
Quebec.
Margaret Whelan represented OFDA at the first
international conference on the preservation of

Ontario Folk Dance Groups

While the Settlement group disbanded soon after
Ernie’s retirement, many of the teachers involved
with Settlement over the years were already playing
leadership roles in teaching and promoting social
folk dancing in their own clubs and/or as guest
instructors. This included: Hy Diamond, who ran
dancing in the park for many years as well as teaching
a group with Reva Diamond at Temple Sinai; Al
Gladstone and Diane Gladstone, who led the College
YMCA Coffee House; Dale Hyde, who taught with
Teme Kernerman at the then YM-YWHA and would
go on to, amongst other things, choreograph a
Canadian suite for the Folk Ballet Theatre in 1984
(review in December 1984 issue) as well as create,
and serve as the artistic director of, the “Canadian
Dance Tapestry” performing group. The talented
dancers and musicians of this ensemble were students
and alumni of the Toronto Claude Watson School of
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the Performing Arts, where Dale was a teacher. Teme
Kernerman, who is well known for her Israeli
expertise, taught international and Israeli classes for
students of all ages, as well as creating the
“Rikudiyah” dance festival for children and the “Chai”
performance group made up of seniors. Teme was
recognized by the Jewish Community Centre in 1987,
and was also awarded the Ontario Folk Arts
Recognition Fellowship in 1991. Olga Sandolowich,
long our window into the Macedonian community
of Toronto, created the international Don Heights
dance group. Sandy Starkman, who, besides teaching
along with Teme and others at the Toronto Jewish
Community Centres, was (and still is) the chair of
the organizing committee of the annual Ontario Folk
Dance Camp.
The new kids on the block were also no slouches
in promoting folk dancing. The University of Toronto
International Folk Dance Club (IFDC) celebrated its
15th anniversary in February 1989. According to
Walter Zagorski, over 225 people attended the
anniversary party, with many former teachers
participating. Judy Silver, who started with the club
at its beginning in 1974, was the constant driving
force of this very dynamic club. She also was
instrumental in starting the performing group
“WomenFolk,” which, with the addition of men,
became “VillageFolk.” The ensemble performed at
various folk dance events. By 1989, IFDC had
evolved from a university- to a community-based
folk dance group offering classes from beginner to
advanced levels. It also hosted many folk dance
workshops with guest teachers (Walter Zagorski’s
article in April 1989 issue). An update in the
December 1990 issue indicated that IFDC attracted
30 to 50 people to their regular Friday evening
sessions and that the club offered specialty classes
at other times, such as Sunday night sessions focusing
on intermediate to advanced dances.
Outside of Toronto, Ottawa celebrated its 20th
anniversary in 1989 at the Chateau Laurier with the
“Flying Bulgar” Klezmer band providing
entertainment. Some 150 people attended (December
1989). Peterborough and London hosted a number
of English Country Dances. While there was no
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regular folk dance group in St. Catharines, Keith
Atteck was a guest instructor at numerous clubs in
the greater Toronto area as well as director of a
number of performing groups. Keith introduced a
very young Ahmet Lüleci at a 1985 Turkish workshop
in St. Catharines. Despite Gloria Grindlay’s heroic
efforts to keep the Waterloo folk dance club going,
it folded for lack of regular instructors. In a recent
e-mail to me (February 2012), Gloria paid tribute to
the many guest teachers who contributed to the
Waterloo club from 1984 to 1988.
Based on my own experience, leading a folk
dance group is very challenging. I was used to teaching
political science to captive university students who
already had foundations in the discipline and were
tested by exams and other requirements to complete
a credit in a specialized program. Teaching folk
dancing to a social group required a different
approach, since there are no prerequisites or credits
given, and participants vote with their feet if the
activity does not engage them. When the current
Hamilton club was formed in 1984, we had some 10
participants, and there was no differentiation between
beginners and more experienced dancers. As the club
grew, some of the more experienced dancers felt that
they were being held back by this policy, and wanted
separate classes for advanced-level dances with the
potential of forming a performance or demonstration
group. The majority of the members decided on
maintaining an undifferentiated approach, offering a
varied repertoire with some challenges throughout
our regular three-hour sessions. The club has also
declined invitations to perform at various functions
since the emphasis is on social or recreational
dancing, and a performance group is normally not
inclusive. Guest instructors, such as Miroslav
Marcetic (Hamilton was one of the first to invite this
talented teacher for a workshop), have greatly
augmented our repertoire. The Hamilton club also
benefited from workshops with guest teachers from
Toronto, which included Walter Bye, accompanied
by Marion Newlands, who danced with us for many
years before moving to Halifax. We still dance Trip
to Bavaria, one of the dances that they taught to our
group.
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By its seventh anniversary in 1991, the Hamilton
club had grown to 40 regular members, with many
others joining us for parties or special occasions
(March 1991). The focus of our club, then as now,
is on sustaining a community spirit – i.e., the social
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side is as important as a diverse repertoire. This does
not mean that everyone was happy or satisfied with
this approach. This was as evident in our club’s
experience as it was for some of the folks who
attended OFDA’s anniversary party.

VillageFolk Ensemble of Toronto, about 1990. From left to right are Angela Hennessy, Jane
Aronovitch, Edith Klein, Walter Zagorski, Susan Han, Michael Wagner, Susan McCarrel, Erica
Tanana, Marg Murphy, and Bill Baird holding his and Judy Silver’s daughter, Shaina. Not pictured:
Judy Silver, who founded the ensemble in 1979.
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Reaching Out: 1984–91
By Stefania Szlek Miller
OFDA’s 20th Anniversary Controversy
By various accounts, the November 18, 1989
anniversary party was a huge success, with some 175
participants and performers from the “VillageFolk”
ensemble and “Chai” Israeli dancers. Karen [Bennett]
acknowledged this in her review in the January 1990
issue of the Ontario FolkDancer, but wrote: “The
weakest element of the evening proved to lie in the
request program, with many advanced dancers feeling
that the program was targeted at the beginner and
intermediate dancers to an excessive degree. Many
of us attended the party in the hope of ‘dancing our
buns off,’ to use a vulgarism, but had no opportunity
to do so. I understand that a lot of people did have a
great time, but I also know I was not the only person
to feel bored, frustrated and disenfranchised.”
Immediately following her review, Walter Bye added
an editorial note: “Since by far the majority of those
attending the party were beginners or intermediate
level dancers, it is not surprising, but admirable that
this should be reflected in the programming. Therein
lies the mark of a good folkdance leader” (January
1990).
Karen’s letter sparked many responses in the
March 1990 issue. Marion Newlands and two
anonymous letter writers (one signed “almost an
advanced folkdancer”) seconded Walter Bye’s
assessment of OFDA’s party, and congratulated OFDA
for its promotion of social folk dancing. In the same
issue, I wrote to Natasha: “In response to your earlier
enquiry concerning the demise of folk dancing, you
need to look no further than Karen Bennett’s silly
review of OFDA’s 20th Anniversary party. Bravo to
the Editor for his sensible rebuttal. Karen Bennett
and all the other ‘advanced’ people should organize
their own activities, and let the rest of us enjoy folk
dancing.”
The debate raged into the April 1990 issue. A

letter to Natasha from “One of the
much-maligned hotshots” argued
that the folk dance scene in the
1970s was much less geared
towards beginners, and that Karen’s
review “reflects the increasing
frustration felt by so-called hotshots
over the past ten years.” The writer
concluded that it is the advanced
Karen
Bennett
dancers who give vitality to
recreational folk dancing, and that the reason why so
many beginner dancers give up is that dancers need
to be challenged by more complex dances. “One can’t
live on pablum forever.” Another anonymous letter
writer took issue with Walter Bye’s rebuttal to
Karen’s review, arguing that this seriously
compromised the editorial integrity of the magazine.
The letter writer also argued that people were getting
tired of the same old dances and opined: “With no
disrespect intended for our senior dancers, I was
distressed by the high average age of participants.”
Diane Gladstone’s letter took issue with the whole
debate, arguing that Karen’s review should not have
been published in the first place, and that articles in
the magazine should be informative rather than
opinionated. She worried that the battle over the
review was akin to “doing one’s dirty laundry in
public.”
Two more letters concerning beginner-versusadvanced dancers appeared in the June 1990 issue.
Just as revealing was Ruth Ostrower’s review of the
1990 Ontario Folk Dance Camp at Waterloo. Ruth, a
very accomplished dancer and folk dance instructor,
broke with her usual upbeat reviews of camps and
workshops by writing a critical one of the 1990
camp. She found Atanas Kolarovski’s teaching of
Macedonian dances difficult to follow, and noted that
those participants who did catch on had attended many
of his prior workshops to learn his dances. Joe
Wallin’s Scottish dances, according to Ruth, were
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geared too much at the beginner level. She concluded:
“Overall, however, I think it was a much better
experience for those who had never done Scottish
dancing before, than for those who had never done
Balkan dancing before” (June 1990).
Clearly Karen’s review hit a nerve. The issue
involved much more than programming for a party.
The controversy raised questions about the very
nature of what attracts us to folk dancing.
Social Folk Dancing
In my previous article (February 2012), I noted
the increasing specialization of folk dance genres,
whether Balkan, Israeli, Square or English country
dancing. Does one go for depth in a specific genre
or breadth in covering a wider range of dances? Does
one concentrate on village-style folk dances or
choreographed complex ones? For example, many
of the dances in the international repertoire are based
on choreographies of performing groups which
require considerable skill and a lot of practice. Some
folklorists even question whether these staged dances
are really folk dances. Ted Zdybal lamented the
balletic nature of Polish folk dance performing
groups in his review of the “Slask” ensemble with its
classically trained singers and dancers. He envied the
Hungarians “because they have professional folk
dance companies that only perform authentic folklore
in the purest form such as Kodaly and the Bela Bartok
Ensemble” (March 1990). Diana (Rush) Verseghy
was less impressed with visiting Hungarian
performing groups to Toronto. In her review of
“Kodaly” in the December 1988 issue, she concluded
that North American rock music was killing
Hungarian “village folk music and dance as living art
form.” Edith Klein also wrote a critical review of
the professional Belgrade State Folk Ensemble for
its presentation of some of the regional dances from
Yugoslavia as well as its operatic versus folk style of
singing (April 1988). Ensembles that attempt a more
diverse international folk dance repertoire face even
greater challenges. This was evident in Walter Bye’s
otherwise very sympathetic review of a 1990 Toronto
concert by “Les Sortilèges,” Canada’s only
professional folk dance ensemble. He argued that “it
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is virtually impossible to dance the diverse styles of
so many countries with the same passion and soul as
the many national touring companies” (December
1990). Zdybal, among others, warned against amateur
groups trying to emulate professional performance
groups since their choreographies are geared for
professionally trained dancers (March 1990). Yet it
is the performance groups which inspire many of us
in social folk dance groups.
How does one accommodate the performance
type of dance within recreational folk dance circles?
Participants frequently do not attend regular weekly
classes to learn a dance, or do not attend workshops
by teachers, who once danced in performing groups
and are teaching performance-style dances. Some
folk dancers are also involved in performing groups
where dances are rehearsed for many weeks in
advance of any performance. How does one continue
to enjoy the village type of simple dances with
ordinary folk when one has performed at Carnegie
Hall? (See Jane Aronovitch’s report on performing
with the George Tomov Ensemble in the September
1988 issue.)
Even the designation “beginner” versus
“advanced” dancer is troublesome for recreational
folk dancers. It is not like classical ballet with
gradations of progressive achievement, as defined by
professional dance schools. There is no single
recognized authority to set the standard for all the
diverse dances that we do – probably an impossible
objective in any case. There are experts in specific
folk dance genres, such as Miss Jean Milligan, who
set the standard for what became the Royal Scottish
Country Dance Association, with the Queen as patron.
Groups belonging to this association practise and
rehearse a number of set dances well in advance of a
community ball, and then come armed with little
booklets with cue notes for some 15 to 20 dances
that will be danced in an evening. (See Walter Bye’s
review of the Tartan Ball, April 1989; also Douglas
Worling’s history of the Toronto branch of Royal
Scottish Country Dance Society in the September
1990 issue.) Scottish societies emphasize style and
technique as well as knowing dances without
prompting, but I envy the relative shortness of the
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cue notes of Scottish set dances compared to the
pages of complicated – beat by beat, measure by
measure – instructions for even a relatively simple
dance taught by Atanas Kolarovski.
My point is that what we do as international folk
dancers is very challenging. Even at the height of the
folk movement in North America (before Bob Dylan
went electric), social folk dancing was never an
activity that attracted a mass following. The elite few
who continue to be drawn to social folk dancing love
the variety of doing dances from many diverse
regions – from Balkan dances to New England
contras. As noted by Stew Shacklette, international
folk dancers are noted for their willingness to learn
new dances outside their comfort zones (March
1987). While some international folk dancers are
motivated to learn and retain more complex dances,
others prefer simple village style with some free
improvisation. Finding a balance between these two
extremes is difficult and is more easily achieved
within specific folk dance groups where the instructor
or leader is aware of individual and group favourites.
It is much more difficult at functions such as OFDA’s
anniversary party, which attract people from diverse
groups as well as guests that have never tried folk
dancing.
Karen did us a favour by raising issues that
needed to be aired concerning the nature of
international folk dance. She still holds the record
for the volume of letters sent to the editor in
response to her review. Despite the tone of the letters,
we all remained friends and have danced “our buns
off” on many occasions. As my previous articles
indicated, there was and continues to be a significant
evolution in social folk dancing. That evolution will
continue as long as people still like to dance. The
concerns about the demise of folk dancing noted in
the 1989 exchange as well as in earlier issues of the
Ontario FolkDancer (March 1987; April and June
1988), however, were premature. There were many
thriving clubs. OFDA launched many outreach
initiatives to attract new recruits such as the summer
sessions at Harbourfront. There were well over 450
members in OFDA by 1990. It was a great time to be
a folk dancer!
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Only in Canada, Eh!
Toronto and other Ontario cities hosted
numerous folk festivals, with many opportunities to
join in and dance. We are fortunate to live in one of
the most multicultural areas of the world. There were
many articles in the Ontario FolkDancer about
various ethnic groups as well as listings of ethnic
radio programs and special events; this was a time
before the Web provided easy access to such
information. New waves of immigrants from Asia,
Africa and the Caribbean were also enhancing the
multicultural mix in Ontario. These demographic
changes were bound to affect social folk dancing
since so much of our repertoire remains Eurocentric.
One certainly did not have to travel to foreign
countries to get one’s folk dance fix. Aside from the
active Ontario international folk dance scene, the
annual Ontario Folk Dance Camp in Waterloo
introduced us to outstanding instructors. One could
also dance for a whole week at Bora Ozkök’s MidAmerican Dance (MAD) camps in Windsor. Outside
of Ontario, there were many regular sessions and
special workshops from the Maritime provinces to
British Columbia. For many local dancers, however,
Quebec was the place to dance away from home.
Visitors to Montreal could dance with any number
of international or Israeli groups, or join Yves
Moreau’s annual St-Lazare Bulgarian celebrations.
Many of us still remember Steve and Esther
Csillag’s dance camps at the lovely waterfront site
of John Abbott College at Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue in
Montreal. The annual week-long August camps,
beginning in 1985,
attracted hundreds of
participants,
with
concurrent sessions for
those who wanted to
concentrate on specific
teachers – such as
Moshiko for Israeli
dances, or Balkan
Moshiko at a “dinner
teachers such as
out” at Montreal camp,
Montreal’s own Yves
1992. To his right is
Moreau, Pierre Gingras
Bev Sidney.
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and Jocelyne Vaillancourt. The camps included many
young French-Canadian dancers from performing
groups in Quebec who participated in the workshops
as well as gave superb performances at the evening
parties (Molly Frankel’s review in September 1985).
While camps offered many opportunities to
dance, the Cornwall WorldFest/Festimonde Heritage
experience offered a really unique combination of
folklore and dance. Initiated by Yves Moreau, the weeklong festival attracted international performing groups
from all over the world. During the day sessions, we
could learn about the cultures and dances from
directors and performers of specific groups. Following
evening concerts, many of the performers and
musicians would join us at late-night parties, with Yves
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and his compatriots Pierre Gingras and Germain
Hébert leading inter-national dances. It was a unique
and exhilarating experience. One returned with stashes
of folklore notes, new dances, a diploma, and lovely
memories. (See Ruth Ostrower’s reviews of Heritage
in October 1989 and 1990 issues.)
Those who wanted to venture beyond Canada
for a folk dance experience had many opportunities.
Jane Aronovitch must hold the record for the number
of travels to dance camps in Europe and the United
States which she entertained us with in the Ontario
FolkDancer. Jane, Joan Tressel (from Hamilton) and
I attended Pece Atanosovski’s July 1990 dance camp
in Macedonia. (See Jane’s article in the January 1991
issue.) By then, the drums of secessionist wars were
already beating in Yugoslavia.

Photo by Judy Barnett

By the end of 1991, communism had collapsed
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union had
disintegrated. Those of us who love the music and
dances of the former Yugoslavia were horrified by
the genocidal massacres that ripped that country apart.
The early ‘90s war in Iraq further destabilized the
Middle East. The end of the Cold War did not yield a
peaceful world order. Many of us found a brief
respite or a haven from the awful political events in
the international folk dance community.

Dancer from the Tibetan Song & Dance
Ensemble at Heritage in Cornwall, 1995.

Tribute to Walter and Ruth
On March 2, 1991, OFDA held an appreciation
night in honour of Walter Bye and Ruth Ostrower
for their work on the Ontario FolkDancer from
1974 (for Ruth) and 1975 (for Walter). Both of them
also served terms as presidents of OFDA in the
1970s. (Story and pictures of the appreciation night
are in the April 1991 issue; one of the pictures was
reproduced on p. 6 of the April 2012 issue.) Their
partnership was indeed a very creative one, especially
during Walter’s editorship with Ruth as production
manager. Other major players contributing to the
success of the magazine during this period were
Margaret Whelan, who was responsible for securing
advertising, and Helen Kirkby, who for many years
compiled the long lists of upcoming events. Many
others also contributed feature articles or reviews
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or wrote letters. The task of publishing timely and
high-quality issues of the magazine, nevertheless,
was mainly Walter and Ruth’s responsibility. Walter
estimated that between the two of them each issue
of the magazine took some 40 to 50 hours of work
(June 1988). Multiply that by seven issues per year,
and one cannot but be impressed by their dedication.
Walter died on September 25, 1991 after a long
illness; he was 41 years old. In the October 1991
issue, Ruth wrote a very moving tribute to Walter, as
did Marg Murphy on behalf of OFDA. His legacy lives
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on in the words and images that he left behind. In his
memory, folk dancers were invited to contribute to
various causes, including the OTEA scholarship fund.
The establishment of this scholarship was one of his
initiatives amongst many contributions to the folk
dance scene (January 1992).
Acknowledgement: I would like to express my
appreciation to Karen Bennett, Jack Evans, Ruth
Ostrower and Joan Tressel for their helpful
comments and editorial corrections.
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Looking In and Out: 1992–97
By Stefania Szlek Miller

This period was marked by
involved with the magazine
a lot of introspection about
since 1974, was relindeclining numbers in social
quishing her responsibilities
international dance circles
as production manager.
as well as explorations of
Karen’s editorial team
new opportunities to dance.
included Christine Linge,
The ongoing fusion of folk
Assistant Editor; Joan
with other genres of music
Tressel, Calendar; and Judy
and dance was especially
Barnett, Production Manevident in the popularity of
ager. Margaret Whelan,
“Riverdance” shows with the
responsible for advertising
The Riverdance “Rockettes”
energetic dancing of
since 1978, continued to
Michael Flatley. World music recordings generate revenues to help cover OFDA’s expenses
proliferated, reflecting broader globalization trends for producing and distributing seven issues (each
as well as the changing demographic multicultural issue of 32 pages) of the magazine per year.
mix in countries like Canada. The Ontario
Jane and Karen, both accomplished folk dancers
FolkDancer covered the local scene while reaching
out to a broader audience outside of Ontario. In 1997, and teachers and neither of them shy about speaking
the name of the magazine was changed to Folk out, heavily influenced the content of the folk dance
Dancer, with the subtitle The Magazine of World magazine during this period. Jane’s major innovation
was her extensive interviews with leading
Dance and Culture.
international dance teachers under “Profiles,” a series
that continued under Karen’s editorship, as did the
New Editorial Directions
regular features on folk costumes and culture. Karen
Thanks to Ruth Ostrower, the transitions of initiated “How I Started,” focusing on local dancers
editorial boards were seamless in ensuring the high and musicians and their accounts of how they became
quality of the magazine. Following Walter Bye’s involved in folk dancing, while “Hoofers Corner”
death in September 1991, Ruth served as Acting dealt with different genres of dance which were
Editor until Jane Aronovitch was persuaded to take attracting dancers. Walter’s “Hiers ek Wiers” was
on the editorial position in June 1992. On the replaced with regular editorials under “Viewpoint,”
completion of Jane’s two-year term, the team of Bill with news of personalities and events covered under
Baird, Karen Bennett and Christine Linge took over, “From the Grapevine.” The letters from “Natasha”
and “Gradina” were no longer featured, but there was
but the triumvirate was
humour in the introduction of “Faux Pas” folk dance
short-lived. Team managing
cartoons, an idea initiated by Anna Todorovich and
can be very time-consuming,
Kevin Budd (June 1994). Kevin also wrote extensive
even with the use of
whimsical articles on his travels and adventures as
electronic
mail
and
well as his performances on the panflute. His
computer
desktop
description of his stint as a movie extra
publishing. In June 1995,
impersonating a Lithuanian guitarist in a Richard
Karen Bennett assumed the
Dreyfuss movie filmed in North Carolina was
role of Editor with the
especially memorable (December 1992). Kevin
announcement that Ruth,
assumed the editorship of the magazine from Karen
who had been continuously Jane Aronovitch
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in the summer of 1997. The magazine thrived on the
energy of its various editors and contributors.
OFDA and Dance Groups
On the completion of her term as President in
the spring of 1992, Marg Murphy passed the torch
to Walter Zagorski, who served for three years. Diane
Gladstone was elected as President in 1995; she had
also served as president in the 1970s, as noted in a
previous article (February 2012). Walter and Diane
worked very hard organizing events and soliciting
suggestions from members on how the organization
could promote folk dancing. Major events included
the 1992 Folk-A-Rama workshop with local teachers
teaching their favourite dances; the 1993 Folk
Fashion Show and Dance, with folk dancers displaying
costumes; harvest and other celebrations; dancing in
the park during the summer; and family picnics. A
major highlight was the 1993 Toronto workshop
(March 1993) and concert by the George Tomov
Ensemble from New York. The concert was excellent
but poorly attended (April 1993), resulting in a
significant financial loss (OFDA’s financial report,
June 1994). OFDA also continued to sponsor the
Harbourfront “Join the Circle” summer program in
1992 and 1993. Unfortunately, this major
international folk dance recruitment initiative was
cancelled by the city of Toronto in 1994 because of
funding problems and new programming decisions.
The membership fee was raised to $20 ($25 per
couple) in 1992 to cover increasing costs. Total
membership was 460 in 1992, but declined to 331
by 1997. Most of the 331 members were from the
greater Toronto area, with 75 USA members and 11
from overseas (June 1997). OFDA’s shrinking
membership reflected the decline of participants in
folk dance clubs. There were fewer Toronto
international dance clubs listed in the 1997 issues
of the Folk Dancer compared to the numbers that I
noted in a previous article (February 2012). The
international folk dance scene was still strong in a
number of centres in Toronto. Sheryl Demetro
thanked the folk dance community for joining the
Don Heights Folk Dancers, led by Olga Veloff
Sandolowich, in celebrating the group’s 20th
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anniversary in 1993. Musicians – Kevin Budd, Greg
Paskarak, Andrea Haddad and Steve Starchev –
provided live music for the party, and the Selyani
Macedonian Folklore group performed in colourful
folk costumes (December 1993). The following year,
the University of Toronto International Folk Dance
Club (IFDC) celebrated its 20th anniversary, which
will be covered more fully below. There were no
articles in the magazine about the groups led by Al
Gladstone and Diane Gladstone, though Diane
provides information about how she started dancing
in 1971 and meeting her future husband, Al (January
1996). It is also regrettable that there were no articles
about the international folk dance groups led by Teme
Kernerman and Sandy Starkman, among many other
instructors, at Jewish community centres. While all
these groups remained strong, there were problems
of declining enrolments. Jane, in an editorial in the
March 1994 issue, reported that Toronto
international folk clubs could no longer afford to
sponsor weekend workshops or hire guest teachers.
Outside of Toronto, the Ottawa club continued
to draw dancers from that region as well as Quebec.
The club celebrated its 25th anniversary in 1994, with
over 150 people in attendance (Rhoda Bodnoff’s
reports in April 1995 and September 1996 issues).
Sandy MacCrimmon offered international as well as
other dance classes in Burlington. There was also a
group listed in London, but very little information
provided about how often the group met. The
Hamilton International Folk Dance Club celebrated
its 10th anniversary in January 1994 with music
provided by Hamilton’s own Macedonian-Canadian
band, “The Boys from Bouf.” Some 100 people
attended the anniversary party (March 1994). As one
of the newest clubs, it was still in the “dance frenzy”
stage of development, hosting monthly workshops
with local teachers as well as guests from abroad.
My numerous reviews of these workshops published
in various issues of the magazine paid homage to their
contributions to our club.
With the exception of Quebec, there were no
articles or reports in the magazine about the dance
scene in the Maritimes or western provinces. In one
of my reviews of Steve Csillag’s Montreal
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international dance camp (October 1996), I note the
exceptional strength of international folk dance
groups in Quebec. This impression was corroborated
by the interviews with Germain Hébert (October
1993), Yves Moreau (April and June 1994), and
France Bourque-Moreau’s account of how she started
dancing (September 1996). They all have a strong
foundation in French-Canadian dances, and were
drawn to international dances
by local and visiting teachers.
Germain and Yves acknowledge
the role that Michel Cartier
played in starting summer
international folk dancing on
Mount Royal in Montreal in
1962 (still ongoing), and
Germain pays tribute to
Grégoire
Marcil,
who
organized the Fédération
Foklorique de Québec. People
like Dennis Boxell, who was
studying at McGill University
in the mid-1960s, as well as
visiting teachers like Pece
Atanasovski, drew Yves, among
many others, to Balkan and
other folk dances.
Given the general apolitical nature of the
Ontario FolkDancer/Folk Dancer, it is not
surprising that none of the Quebec teachers, who were
interviewed, mentioned the separatist movement in
Quebec. As a regular participant at the Montreal
international dance camps at John Abbott College in
Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, beginning in the mid-1980s,
one sensed tension from francophone participants
that the camp was largely conducted in English,
despite that province’s language laws. The fierce
debates surrounding Quebec’s 1995 referendum on
separatism which almost succeeded in splitting the
country as well as Jacques Parizeau’s ill-considered
announcement that it was the “ethnic” vote that
narrowly defeated the referendum must have had a
considerable chilling effect on the international
dance scene in Quebec, but that story takes us away
from the main focus of this article.
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The overall trend in Canada as well as the United
States was not encouraging for the future of social
folk dancing. (Please refer to Endnote about articles
dealing with history of folk dancing in the United
States and elsewhere.) The international folk dance
movement lost two of its great leaders with the death
of Mary Ann Herman in 1992 and Vyts Beliajus in
1994. Cecille Ratney, Sandy Starkman and Walter
Zagorski paid tribute to Mary Ann in the April 1992
issue. Christine Linge wrote
about the long career of Vyts
Beliajus, who – among his
many contributions –
published the very influential
magazine of folk dance Viltis
(October 1994). As my first
article in this series indicated
(December 2011), both
leaders were very influential
in the development and
promotion of folk dancing in
the United States and Canada.
Another great loss was
the death of Pece Atanasovski
in 1996 (October 1996). A
major highlight for many of us was Pece’s dance
workshop in Toronto, sponsored by the Selyani
Macedonian Folkore Group, in the fall of 1992. Olga
Sandolowich also assisted with arrangements to have
Pece give a workshop in Hamilton (December 1992
issue; see also interview with Pece in October 1992
issue). I especially recall Pece’s performance on the
gaida in Hamilton before a mixed audience of
international folk dancers and many members of the
local Macedonian community. He then sang a moving
Macedonian song followed by a short speech which
emphasized that the new state of Macedonia was a
sovereign political entity but that its composition was
multicultural, with equal rights accorded to members
of various Slavic and non-Slavic groups. Pece’s wise
words help explain how Macedonia managed to
become independent without the violence and “ethnic
cleansing” of its unfortunate former Yugoslav
neighbours. Pece left us with a great legacy of
beautiful dances, and his recordings of Macedonian
music are still the best.
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Aside from Mary Ann Herman’s influence on
folk dance clubs in the United States and Canada, she
was one of the key organizers for many years of the
annual Maine summer camps. This camp was in
danger of closing down in 1995 but was saved by
friends who moved the camp to another Maine
location (January 1995). The camp continues to be
run by what one American folk historian jokingly calls
the “Canadian mafia”: the team of Cecille Ratney and
Sandy Starkman. Thankfully, Sandy and her team
(which includes the astute chartered accountant
Cecille) also continue to organize the very successful
annual Ontario Folk Dance Camps in Waterloo. Some
90 people attended the 1997 camp, with Nissim BenAmi teaching Israeli and Marianne Taylor
international dances (June 1997). Other camps did
not fare as well. The annual Mid-America Folk Dance
Camp in Windsor was cancelled in 1992 because of
low enrolment. Steve Csillag’s Montreal camp was
no longer offered after 1997. The Cornwall Heritage/
WorldFest, which began in 1986, was cancelled in
1996. It resumed in 1997 in a different format in
Lachine, Quebec (September 1997).
“Mutual Support Network”
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bring Joe Graziosi from the United States as a guest
teacher in November 1994 to celebrate IFDC’s 20th
anniversary (January 1995). The Hamilton club
hosted a workshop with Joe on the same weekend,
and shared paying for Joe’s travel costs with the
Toronto club. Other co-operative ventures between
IFDC and Hamilton included Steve Kotansky’s
workshops at both clubs in the fall of 1995 (October
1995). In November 1996, OFDA introduced a
“Passport Program” to encourage participants to
attend events in four Toronto clubs as well as
Hamilton. Unfortunately, the program did not attract
sufficient participants, and was cancelled in 1997
(Diane Gladstone’s report in June 1997 issue).
Many folk dancers attended Selyani’s 25th
anniversary party, organized by Jim and Dena
Nicoloff, which included recognition of Olga
Sandolowich, the group’s founder and director. Also
a huge success was the annual Rikudiyah, the
children’s Israeli festival, directed by Teme
Kernerman. The “Chai” International Folk Dancers
(also directed by Teme) had a reunion to mark the
group’s 18 years of performance (October 1996).
Dale Hyde’s “Canadian Dance Tapestry” ensemble of
current students and graduates from the Claude

There were numerous suggestions and efforts
to reverse the downward trend in our local social
international circles. Karen Bennett suggested that
local folk dance teachers form a teachers’ federation
to promote folk dancing (January 1993). While the
federation idea did not materialize, the circulated list
of names of all teachers with contact numbers proved
very useful in supporting collaborative efforts among
clubs. In response to Jane’s announcement that local
Toronto clubs could no longer afford to host weekend
workshops, Al Gladstone urged OFDA to help
individual clubs rather than concentrating on
organizing its own and often competing activities
(April 1994). OFDA President Walter Zagorski
responded that the organization would work with
clubs to develop a “mutual support network” (June
1994).
OFDA provided financial assistance to the
Toronto International Folk Dance Club (IFDC) to

Steve Kotansky and Stefania Miller at
breakfast the day after Steve’s joint IFDC/
Hamilton workshop, October 1995.
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Watson School for the Arts in Toronto celebrated its
10th anniversary (March 1994). Based on numerous
reports in the magazine, the ensemble was receiving
superb reviews and accolades for its performances
in Canada, United States, France and Italy. Their
repertoire included traditional dances from Ontario
and Quebec, Acadian clogging, and a choreography
depicting the “Underground Railroad” that assisted
some 40,000 American slaves to escape to Canada
(see especially Ruth Ostrower’s review in March
1996 issue).
Folk dancers from all groups attended OFDA’s
25th anniversary party with a request program run by
Sandy Starkman, “an expert at keeping the greatest
number of people on the dance floor at all times”
(Judy Barnett’s report in March 1995 issue). To mark
this major 25-year milestone, a chronological
account of OFDA’s policies and events from 1969
to 1994, including workshops and OTEA recipients,
was compiled by Marg Murphy, former OFDA
President. Karen Bennett completed an Index of the
Ontario FolkDancer from 1972 to 1995 (later
expanded to 1999), including a list of all the
contributors to the magazine as well as a list of
advertisers. These are important archival documents,
and they need to be updated!
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Endnote 1: One of the OFDA’s (back burner)
projects is to digitize and update the Index of OFDA
historical data, as well as the Folk Dancer Index and
to make them accessible by posting them to the
website.
Endnote 2: Ron Houston wrote an extensive history
of recreational folk dancing in the United States
under the title “How Folk Dancing Grew,” published
in 2006. This and other articles dealing with the
history of folk dance are available from The Society
of Folk Dance Historians, 2100 Rio Grande St.,
Austin, Texas. USA 78705-5513, e-mail
FDH@yahoo.com.
Acknowledgment: Karen Bennett, Jack Evans, Joan
Tressel and Ruth Ostrower provided helpful
comments and corrections, for which I am very
grateful.
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Looking In and Out: 1992–97
by Stefania Szlek Miller
Changing Times
The ethnic conflicts and atrocities committed in the
secessionist wars of former Yugoslavia and other
regions of the world affected many of us. Edith
Klein’s articles on the Balkan conflicts showed how
folk dance and culture can be utilized by xenophobic
nationalist forces (June 1992 and 1993 issues). Jim
Nicoloff’s report of the experience of the Selyani
Macedonian Folklore group at the 1992 Cleveland
International Eisteddfod festival in England (a smaller
competition than the one in Wales) was also fraught
with political controversy. The festival organizers
accused Selyani of “making trouble” by using
“Macedonian” in its name (October 1992). Ceding
to the objections from Greece, which maintained
that the name “Macedonia” belongs to the Greeks,
the European Union refused to recognize the name
of the newly independent Macedonian Republic.
Closer to home, Jane Aronovitch reported on the
controversy of Toronto’s 1992 “Christmas Around
the World” festivities and the conflict between the
Greek- and Macedonian-Canadian communities
resulting in the police cancelling the festivities
(January 1993). There were also numerous media
accounts of conflicts between the Serbian- and
Croatian-Canadian communities at soccer games and
other events. In our own international folk dance
circles, some felt uncomfortable doing Serbian or
other dances from the region. Most of us refused to
be caught up in national stereotypes. The notion that
all members of a national group, including Canadians
of a particular ethnic ancestry, are guilty of war
crimes by association (“collective guilt”) is
antithetical to Canada’s liberal and multicultural
society.
The difficult transition from communism in
Eastern Europe had other negative effects on social
international folk dancing. Jane’s extensive interviews
with leading international folk dance teachers, the
majority of them specializing in Balkan, show that

most of them received their
initial
training
and
performance experience in
former
communist
countries. This includes
outstanding teachers like
Mihai David, George
Tomov and Theodor
Vasilescu. Others, like Yves
Moreau from Quebec, and
the dancers trained in the
Dutch dance curriculum,
like Jaap Leegwater and
Bianca de Jong, studied in
Bulgaria and surrounding
Mihai David
countries in folklore dance
academies or with performing groups that were heavily subsidized by
communist governments. This state financial support
for folklore was no longer guaranteed in the difficult
transition from communism to market economies.
On a more positive note, choreographers and
dancers were re-evaluating the heavy influence of
Igor Moiseyev’s Soviet balletic style of folk dance
presentation. In Theodor Vasilescu’s interview with
Jane, he referred to Moiseyev’s style as “oldfashioned.” In his choreographies, Theodor wanted
“to put ritual in the dancing to show its meaning”
(April 1993). The need to bring new life to folk
dances was also evident in reviews of performing
groups. After attending a Toronto performance by the
Macedonian “Tanec” ensemble, Terri Taggart wrote:
“While Tanec is a venerable group in the world of
ethnic performance, they are becoming stylized
fossils. The choreographies move the dances further
from their sources than ever. Perhaps we need a ‘Back
to basics’ movement for performance groups”
(October 1994). The same criticism can be directed
to other performance groups from Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet republics. A notable exception
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were especially enthusiastic about dancing to live
music. While it would be too expensive to hire bands
for our regular folk dance activities, we can draw on
the proliferation of world music recordings. This
includes Yves Moreau’s compilation of unusual music
in the series – “Bulgaria & Sons! (& daughters too)”
– a serious, and sometimes hilarious, fusion of
Bulgarian music with Jazz, Disco, Blues and other
variants. A funky musical version of a traditional
Bulgarian dance can add some spice to set
choreographies.

of a group that was not averse to sticking to its folk
roots is the “France Marolt” Slovenian Ensemble. The
1992 Slovenian workshop in Beamsville, followed
by a concert at Brock University (both events
facilitated by Keith Atteck), were wonderful displays
of folk culture (October 1992).
The Duquesne University “Tamburitzans,” one of
North America’s most successful folklore groups,
was also re-evaluating its choreographies, according
to Gabor Dobi, who once danced with that studentbased group. Gabor was especially enthusiastic about
Željko Jergan’s more folkloric choreographies of
Croatian dances with the Tamburitzans (April 1992).
The emphasis on getting back to folklore basics is
also evident in Miroslav Marèetiæ’s approach to
Serbian dances. Those of us lucky enough to attend
workshops with Željko, Miroslav or Theodor
Vasilescu are the beneficiaries of this trend.
One is left with the impression from reading
OFDA’s magazine that we were becoming more
relaxed about social folk dancing. Dancing to the
same set choreography to the same music for decades
can dampen the enthusiasm of even the most hardened
folk dancer. Shawn Donaldson (September 1992) and
Joe Graziosi (December 1992) emphasized the
social and improvisational nature of folk dance and

In response to the concerns about declining
numbers, Kathy Burke in the June 1993 issue
concluded that we should “lighten up.” She wrote:
“Ethnic communities don’t take their dancing and
music as seriously as we do. They just get up and do
it; they express themselves, they have fun.” Bill Baird
agreed that we needed to lighten up, and wrote that
people learn better by doing rather than a formal
structured teaching approach (March 1993).
Karen Bennett and Kevin Budd wrote about their
December 1994 experience at the Serbian
Community Centre in Hamilton. The occasion was
the 25th anniversary of Kolo, the community’s
performing group, which was reviewed by Karen in
the January 1995 issue. At the party following the
concert, Kevin noted how differently SerbianCanadians dance from international folk dancers.
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campuses, were unfortunately no
People do not wait to join a dance at
longer a source of recruitment. As a
the end of the line as many folk
student at the University of Toronto,
dancers have been instructed, and it
Kevin Budd was drawn to IFDC, as
would be rude to do so since that place
was Walter Zagorski, among many
may be designated for a community
others. My first exposure to
leader. Kevin also observed that
international folk dancing in the midpeople drop in and out of the line as a
70s was as a faculty member at the
means of socializing and that there
McMaster University Folk Dance
may be many different versions of the
Club. I recall that by then the studentsame dance going on at the same
based club had difficulty attracting
time. He finally gave up trying to find
undergraduate students, one of the
who was leading, and concluded, “Any
conditions for retaining a studentsteps seemed kosher as long as one
club status. Walter Zagorski’s 1989
maintained the flow.” Kevin timed
Miroslav Marcetic
review of IFDC, noted in my third
one dance that lasted for 50 minutes
article,
“Reaching
Out” (April and June 2012),
as the band (over-amplified to pump up the dancers)
indicates
that
IFDC
had
a similar problem, and moved
weaved in and out of Serbian and more modern music
rhythms (January 1995). In comparison, international from a student- to a community-based club.
social folk dancers normally dance to recorded music
There are many reasons why students were not
lasting about three minutes. We either have very short
attracted
to social folk dancing. It may be a
attention spans or have an insatiable hunger for
generational
difference with students’ tastes in music
cramming as much variety as possible in a short span
and
dance
changing
over time, as noted by Bill Baird
of time. I prefer the latter explanation.
in the March 1993 issue. The composition of the
student body has also changed dramatically, with
“How I Started”
more students with Asian, Middle Eastern, African
This series was revealing about what attracts or Caribbean ancestry on campus. We do not have
people to folk dancing, but in the interest of space I many dances from those regions in our folk dance
will confine myself to two of the most relevant repertoire. Students in ethnic-based Serbian or
examples dealing with recruitment of folk dancers. Croatian clubs at McMaster University were not
Karen, who initiated the series, informed us that when receptive to the Hamilton club’s invitation to join us
she moved to Toronto from Midland
for workshops with such well-known
in the 1970s, she started with the
teachers as Zeljko Jergan or
Settlement Dancers on the
Miroslav Marcetic. There was also
recommendation of Conrad Stenton.
a very low turnout of students to
(Conrad is a long-time folk dancer, and
Miroslav’s dance classes, offered at
his talented wife, Patricia Stenton,
McMaster in the late 1980s.
teaches dance in Midland.) Karen was
Students either preferred to dance in
instantly drawn to folk dancing, and was
their own communities or, more than
encouraged to start teaching by Teme
likely, joined other students in
Kernerman (October 1995). Hearing
dancing to mainstream popular
about folk dancing from a friend and
music, like Hip Hop. The Hamilton
being encouraged by experienced
club’s ongoing experience with
teachers are by far the best means of
students, who do on occasion join
attracting and retaining new recruits.
our international folk dance circle,
is very positive. They are always
University international folk
Zeljko Jergan
welcomed, and they add energy to
dance clubs, once very popular on

our dance nights. They do not, however, come
regularly enough to become fully integrated in our
folk dance club.
Other factors accounting for the decline of
interest in folk dancing on campuses include the
elimination of physical education academic programs
with a folk dance component. University music and
dance programs (where they are offered) emphasize
classical and contemporary genres (popular music
as part of cultural studies). Extracurricular dance
programs that continue to be popular on campus
include Jazz, Ballroom, Swing, Salsa and other Latin
type dances. Many folk dancers also gravitated to
dances that pulled them away from our international
folk dance circles.
Spreading Out
There were many opportunities to dance in our
region, and many took advantage of specializing in
dances that appealed to them. Some dancers like
Barbara and Chris Bennett (no relation to Karen
Bennett), who were once heavily involved in
international folk dance, decided to concentrate on
ballroom dancing. Others joined Contra, Square,
English, Scottish or Irish dance groups. Karen’s
introduction of the “Hoofers Corner” in the magazine
expanded one’s horizons of many other opportunities
to dance: Middle Eastern, African, Caribbean and
Latin American. One could dance in tango clubs or
strut to country and western line dancing.
Michael Wagner’s two articles on “Swing
Dance” (January and March 1997) were instructive
about the attractions of this type of dancing. He had
started with Israeli dances at age 15 and then joined
IFDC while a student at the University of Toronto.
He became impatient with the “fixed steps and
choreography” of international folk dancing and
found Swing allowed him to be more self-expressive.
The music also spoke to his roots. He states: “Swing
is done to music I’ve heard practically all my life –
Jazz, Big Band, Rock’n’Roll, R&B [Rhythm and
Blues]. So I know the music. I have a significant
understanding of the culture – it’s mine!” He adds:
“Best of all, Swing is a social, improvised dance –
there are almost no choreographies in the repertoire”
(January 1997).
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Michael could have added that as a male, he
continues to have an advantage of leading his partner
in improvisations. He probably also has many partners
to choose from, since in our culture females
outnumber males in most, if not all, dance activities.
Michael is too harsh in his assessment that
international folk dances do not allow for selfexpression. They do! He is right, however, in stressing
the importance of music in inspiring one to dance.
Finding one’s roots is also evident in Jane
Scholsberg’s letter to the editor in the January 1993
issue. Jane, who came from Halifax to attend IFDC’s
November 1992 Klezmer workshop and party with
the “Flying Bulgar Klezmer” band, wrote that it gave
her a chance to connect to her parents’ Yiddish
culture. She writes: “For over 20 years now I have
watched the Scots around me celebrate their
heritage… Now, however, I have also felt the great
strength of the ‘tug of the heartstrings.’ I have danced
MY dances at last” (November 1992).
Others found their niche in Israeli groups. As
my previous articles in this series indicate, Israeli
dances were a major component of the international
repertoire from the very beginning of international
folk dancing in Toronto in the late 1940s. Dance
leaders, such as Teme Kernerman and Sandy
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Teme Kernerman, 2007
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Starkman, connected to Jewish community centres
were and continue to be at the forefront of organizing
international folk dance activities, teacher-training
classes as well as folk dance camps. In my third article,
“Reaching Out” (April and June 2012), I noted the
increasing specialization of dancers attracted to either
Balkan or Israeli dances. This specialization and
separation became even more pronounced in the
1990s. While the Ontario FolkDancer/Folk Dancer
listed many Israeli groups in Toronto and elsewhere,
there were very few stories about Israeli dancing,
especially compared to the coverage of Balkan
dances. Of some 20 “Profile” interviews with
international dance teachers, none taught Israeli. There
seemed to be almost no interaction between
international folk and Israeli groups during this period.

Ami at one of the Montreal camps teaching his very
charming waltz set to the tune of the love theme from
the Godfather film. Another Israeli dance, by Yair
Harel, was set to the music of Shostakovich.) At the
recent Toronto Israeli festival that we attended, I
especially liked a dance set to Russian music (The
Departure), made popular by the Soviet Red Army
Chorus. I described it to Riki Adivi, who identified
it as Kalanu Bamitz’ad. Riki taught that dance as
well as the lyrical Eilat to our Hamilton group in
2011.
We can learn from groups, such as the Israeli
clubs, about what attracts people to dancing. How
are dances taught and retained? Is the focus on simple
dances with a minimum of instruction? Does
prompting or calling out figures of more
complicated dances help to keep the momentum
going at dances? How do groups nurture the social
bonds of their communities?
Conclusion
What still distinguishes international folk
dancers is that we like the variety of dances from
many regions of the world. We have a wonderful
collection of dances, with new dances being
introduced by outstanding teachers. We can diversify
our repertoire by introducing dances from regions
that have not been traditionally stressed in our folk
dance circles. We have not as yet taken up Michael
Flatley’s style of dance along with his disciplined
row of Celtic “Rockettes.” But who knows where
the folk dance journey might lead us?
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One can understand the attraction of specializing
in Israeli dances. Recently, Halina Adamczyk, Joan
Tressel and I signed up for an Israeli dance weekend
in Toronto to learn some new Israeli dances to bring
to our Hamilton group. We were impressed by the
hundreds of participants, especially of young people.
The latter probably included a high proportion of
former participants in “Rikudiyah” and other Israeli
children’s festivals. The non-stop dancing was very
energetic and, for the most part, did not involve
dancers holding hands in a circle. Individual dancers
whirled by at their own pace, dancing in concentric
circles. We were overwhelmed by the huge number
of dances and the wide range of music drawn from
traditional and modern sources. Choreographers of
Israeli dances do not appear to be intimidated from
using a wide range of music. (I recall Nissam Ben-
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Nirkoda group performing at Rikudiyah 2009 festival
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Still Dancing: 1998–2011
by Stefania Szlek Miller

Following Shirley Kossowski’s two-year term
as production manager of the magazine, Beverly (Bev)
Sidney took over that responsibility in 2000, and
continues in that role to the present day. Seven issues
of the magazine were published until the spring of
2010, when the number was reduced to five issues
per year. By then, Bev had already developed an
electronic mail network of informing members of
upcoming events and other news. With some relief
from Karen Bennett and Bev, who took over as guest
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Kevin Budd’s intention in the fall of 1997 was to edit
three issues of the magazine until a new editor could
be found. Little did he know that he would grace us
with his wit for more than 13 years. Kevin brought
to the task his musician’s ear for good music, ethical
concerns about acknowledging musicians, and a
deconstructionist eye for debunking some folklore
myths. He raised political questions about
multiculturalism and Canadian identity, “political
correctness” in the language we use to describe
“ethnic” or “national” groups, as well as differences
between “sacred” and “profane” dance. These issues
illuminate the nature of social folk dancing and will
be discussed in this last article in my series.
Bev Sidney, October 13, 2012.
editors while Kevin was performing at panflute
festivals in Switzerland and other places, Kevin edited
over 90 issues of the Folk Dancer. Reviewing these
issues is a good reminder of why we are still dancing.
Bev Sidney, who does not like to be in the
spotlight despite her considerable skills and
accomplishments – as a dancer, production manager,
organizer, writer and photographer – was, more than
anyone, responsible for the survival and rejuvenation
of OFDA. In 2001, she served as Acting President of
OFDA after Myrna Levine’s resignation as President.
From 2002 to the present, OFDA continues to be
run by a three-person steering committee elected at
OFDA’s annual meetings. Bev has served on all of
them and is its constant and leading member. Many
other people contributed to the magazine and OFDA
(see endnote), but Kevin and Bev are especially
responsible for the success of the Folk Dancer and
OFDA during this period.
Highlights
Folk dancers love to travel, judging from the
number of articles in the Folk Dancer. Judith Cohen,
an ethnomusicologist by profession, reported on her
primary research on Sephardic music and dance
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experiences in Spain and other places. After taking
early retirement from her teaching position in
Hamilton, Mirdza Jaunzemis taught for two years in
China, and wrote about her experiences and travels.
Rhoda Bodnoff and Judy Bourke delighted us with
their trips to Greece, while Adam and Shirley
Kossowski reported on their dance tour of Poland.
Murray Forbes’ sardonic commentary of his and
Lavinia’s numerous travels to remote places added
humour to the magazine. Many others informed us
of the joys of cruising to exotic places with
instructors like Sandy Starkman leading dances on
board. Zoomers were certainly on the move.
There were also many opportunities to dance
closer to home, with special celebrations and
workshops at individual clubs, ethnic nights
sponsored by OFDA, and the annual Ontario Folk
Dance Camp in Waterloo. Some of these events
included performances by Kevin and other Toronto-
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based performers.
After spending many
years in Turkey,
Brenna MacCrimmon
re-turned to Ontario,
and became very wellknown as a singer with
various bands. Folk
dancers also enjoyed
the fabulous performances by students from
the Serbian Dance
Academy, founded and
directed by Miroslav
(“Bata”) Marcetic.

Brenna MacCrimmon

In “Allo? Allo? Ici Ottawa,” Edwidge Munn
informed us, in French, about the dynamic Ottawa
group (December 1999). In “Apples for Our
Teachers,” Robert McDonald paid a wonderful
tribute, in English and French, to 10 Ottawa teachers
(February 2000). The Ottawa group celebrated its
40th anniversary in 2008 with a workshop with Lee
Otterholt (December 2008).
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Montreal was another great centre of folk
dancing. Jocelyne Vaillancourt and her capable crew
organized wonderful week-long August camps,
“Perseids,” in Montreal from 1999 to 2003. Aside
from learning dances, participants had an opportunity
to dance or listen to the many vibrant folk bands in
Montreal. In 2005, Jocelyne hosted, with Ahmet
Lüleci and Joe Graziosi, the World Dance Camp in
Montreal. Sharon Smith wrote about the adventures
of Hamilton and Toronto dancers at the 2006 camp
in the February 2007 issue.

Adam and Shirley Kossowski,
Waterloo camp, 2011

News from the west included Jeremy Hull’s
advice on how to rejuvenate groups based on his
experience with the Winnipeg folk dance group
(October 2006). Astrid Hudson, a Sacred Circle
dancer from Cobourg, had nothing but compliments
about the Winnipeg international folk dance group,
in contrast to her scathing review of the Sacred Circle
group in Winnipeg (May 2001). Maya Trost’s report
of the 50th-anniversary party of the Vancouver
International Folk Dancers in 2009 – with more than
150 people in attendance – indicated that dancing was
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alive and well on the west coast.
Despite the cheerful news, the concern about the
decline in folk dance participants noted in my
previous article continued during this period. Our
ranks also shrank as more and more dancers travelled
to far-off places or spent winter months in warmer
climes such as Mexico. Articles in the magazine
offered advice on attracting new recruits and even
rebranding our international folk dance activity.
“Sacred” and “Profane”
One of Kevin’s innovations as editor was to
introduce international dancers to Sacred Circle
dance groups. In an editorial appropriately entitled
“Pontifications” (December 1999), Kevin reported
on Laura Shannon’s October 1999 Toronto workshop,
“Dancing the Inner Fire.” Shannon came to Toronto
from Findhorn, Scotland, the birthplace of the Sacred
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Circle movement in 1976. What impressed Kevin
about this movement, which is not affiliated with any
religion or specific nationality, is its emphasis on
dance as a form of meditation. The dances have a
“calming” and “trance-inducing effect” which bond
participants in a community. In the same issue, Astrid
Hudson emphasized that Sacred Circle communities
are very inclusive and welcoming of beginners, since
the dances are not based on complex choreographies.
There are apparently “no wrong moves, only
variations.” In a subsequent article, Astrid wrote that
“Sacred Circle dance brings body, mind, emotions
and spirit together” (September 2000).
Sacred Circle obviously appealed to many
people, with some 17 Ontario clubs listed in the
October 2000 issue of the Folk Dancer. It is
significant that most of the clubs continue to thrive
in smaller cities such as Orillia, Brantford and

A Sacred Circle dance workshop in Romania, 2011.
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Simcoe. Cosmopolitan large cities, such as Toronto,
may be just too big, with too many competing
activities and attractions. Joining forces with Sacred
Circle raised new opportunities for expanding our
own circles of dance. OFDA and Barbara Herring’s
Sacred Circle group organized a joint workshop in
Toronto on 13 November 2000. Rina Singha, the
well-known classical Indian dancer and a long-time
folk dancer, introduced some non-performance-style
Indian village dances, while Barbara Herring taught
several dances from her Sacred Circle repertoire.
Kevin Budd’s review of that joint venture in the
February 2001 issue was bound to raise some
eyebrows among folk dancers. He suggested that folk
dancers were less warm and cuddly than Sacred
Circle dancers. The latter hug each other much more
than we do. Rather than clapping at the end of a dance
(clapping apparently breaks the mood and energy of
the activity), Sacred Circle dancers show their
appreciation in a more serene way. Kevin noted the
simplicity of Sacred Circle dances and that everyone
can take part in all the dances. Kevin concluded, “For
folk dancers used to being force-fed complex
choreographed performance multi-figures which they
can carry as trophies of accomplishment, this might
seem too simple” (February 2001).
A letter-writer with the initials C.V. chided Kevin
in the March 2001 issue for his critical remarks
about folk dancers. He responded by stressing that
his intent was “to promote an attitude that keeps folk
dancing dynamic and alive” – one that “can grow and
develop, be more inclusive, embrace new areas, adopt
improvements and open itself to different levels of
experience” (March 2001). He was also impressed
that dancers from the Sacred Circle community were
prepared to pay $150 for a day-long workshop, such
as the one with Laura Shannon noted above, compared
to the $50 that folk dancers in our international folk
dance circles usually pay (December 1999).
Obviously it is not our fees that deter people from
joining us.
Bill Baird took up the gauntlet in his article ”The
Profane World of Dance” (September 2001). He
argued that folk dance originated in the “profane”
world of “work and play, love and hate, tragedy and
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comedy.” He also offered an “irreverent counterpoint” to some of the “unflattering things that have
been said about international folk dance and dancers.
Apparently we are obsessed with our feet, dance
technique, complex steps but miss the real heart or
inner experience of communal dancing.” Bill noted
that folk dancers do experience a high (even a
“cathartic” release from everyday cares and woes),
and a feeling of togetherness in shared movement.
He also emphasized the pleasure one derives from
learning and mastering movement skills. “Learning
to folk dance is like learning a language. The first
steps are usually awkward and ‘inarticulate.’” After
one masters the basics, one can experiment with
variations and learn styling as well as develop esthetic
preferences for certain dances. Bill traced his own
preferences over time from enjoying simple to very
complex choreographies, and concluded, “Now I
appreciate dances that have an organic flow to
them.… Dances that originated in actual traditions,
born of a collective mind, seem to give me that
feeling more than dances choreographed by
someone.” He stressed that instructors and leaders
of international folk dance groups need to be
sensitive to participants’ esthetic preferences as well
as to the other dimensions of folk dance.
The exchange between folk dancers and Sacred
Circle shows some striking similarities between the
two groups. The impression that Sacred Circle is a
free-for-all (anything goes) is not accurate, as was
evident in Astrid Hudson’s very critical commentary
of a Sacred Circle group she danced with in Winnipeg.
She was particularly critical of that group’s
“muddled” approach to teaching and explaining
dances (May 2001). Sacred Circle as well as folk
dance groups have certain rituals and rules which
reflect their respective approaches to dance. We do
share the objective of being inclusive and developing
a community spirit. Some of the rules that have been
in circulation for many years among folk dancers may
impede those objectives. For example, participants
in some folk dance circles are advised not to join a
line or circle if they do not know a dance – advice
that is especially uninviting for newcomers. Even for
more experienced ones, it means sitting out or being
relegated to dancing behind the line. In his article
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“You Put Your Right Foot In” (April 1998), Al
Gladstone offers a more friendly list of guidelines.
His advice to participants includes: “Join in as many
dances as you find enjoyable. It’s good for you!” He
concludes by reminding dancers to thank “leaders and
your fellow folk dancers. They also appreciate you
being there!” Folk dancing is a joyful activity, and
we need to find ways to include all dancers in the
circle, especially at party events. It is easier to follow
or learn a dance by being in the circle than out.
It is regrettable that the dialogue between Sacred
Circle and international folk dance groups went no
further than what is noted above. While the Folk
Dancer continues to list some Sacred Circle clubs,
there is little, if any, interaction. Perhaps an update
on that community is in order in a future issue of the
Folk Dancer magazine. There is some merit in
rebranding folk dancing to make it more attractive
for recruitment. While “profane circle” may not quite
fit this bill, there was a serious move to change the
name to “multicultural dancer.”
Multicultural versus International
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Al Gladstone, who was Associate Editor and then
historian of the magazine for many years, initiated a
proposal to change OFDA’s purpose from promoting
“international” to “multicultural dance” to avoid the
political connotation of “international.” This

Cecille Ratney, left, talks with Al Gladstone and
his wife Marilyn Wilcoxin at Cecille's 90thbirthday party, April 21, 2007.
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initiative was approved by OFDA at its 1998 Annual
General Meeting (AGM), with the result that the
mission statement reads: “OFDA’s aim is to promote
folk arts and particularly folk dancing of many
cultures” (October 1998). With the exception of Al
Gladstone and David Yee’s “Multicultural” Monday
night group at Armour Heights in the late 1990s, most
of the clubs listed in the magazine continued to use
“international” to designate their dance activities.
While sensitivity to political meaning of terms
is laudable, it is very difficult to divorce politics from
what we do. Most of the dances that are in our
repertoire have national labels (Bulgarian, Canadian,
Israeli, Turkish, etc.). I am not sure how one avoids
this labelling by referring to cultures, especially
since “national” has a broader meaning than one
restricted to political state boundaries. For example
in Canada, we have the “First Nations,” referring to
Aboriginal peoples whose rights are enshrined in our
Constitution. English and French are accorded special
status reflecting the “two founding peoples” or
“nations” of Canada. (Some of you may recall John
Diefenbaker’s opposition to this concept of Canadian
confederation.) Those of us whose ancestry (by selfdescription) is other than Aboriginal, British or
French are usually the ones who are referred to as
belonging to “ethnic” groups under the multicultural
label. Rebranding ourselves as “multicultural
dancers” might thus be misleading. I am certain that
the First Nations and French-Canadians would not
take kindly to being lumped with Polish-Canadians
as just another cultural or ethnic group in Canada.
Richard Duree’s distinction in the October 2007
issue between “ethnic,” “tribal,” “social” and other
dance types does not clarify this issue. He settles on
the term “folk” (German “volk”) as dances of “people”
who share a common heritage, language and tradition.
This terminology is just as fraught with political
meaning as is “international.” The 19th-century
European interest in folklore – the culture and dances
of predominant rural or village “folk,” as opposed to
the wealthier and better-educated landed gentry and
urban elites – was closely tied to nationalism and
national self-determination movements against
foreign rule. While we can try to dissociate “folk”
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from that political meaning, it still does not define
who is included in, or excluded from, the boundaries
defining a “people.”
As folk dancers, we can rebrand ourselves with
a totally different name that does not carry as much
historical baggage. Until that happens, international
folk dancers just have to be sensitive about labels.
For example, a “Turkish” dance may be “Kurdish,” as
Fethi Karakeçili outlined in the magazine in February
2008. Other dances could be symbiotically related
but be hotly contested as to whether a certain dance
is Macedonian, Greek or Romani (Romany, Romanes
– various spellings; Romani is also sometimes used
to refer to Roma as a people).
Political Correctness
The issue of labels attached to certain ethnic or
other groups was also addressed in Kevin’s editorial
in the December 2000 issue. It was a response to a
letter from Stephen Puschuk, who wrote that one
should avoid using the word “Gypsy” for Roma.
Kevin accepted the criticism as valid, and indicated
that the magazine will continue to use widely used
terms, such as “gypsy,” in quotation marks. This is
certainly a step forward, since the word in many
languages has a pejorative meaning – similar to using
the N-word to refer to African-Americans. The
International Romani Union and the Roma National
Congress are working to further the human rights of
their members.
We have come a long way in Canada in avoiding
degrading language and stereotypes about ethnic and
other groups. It is thus distressing to see some
performing groups continue to depict Roma in ways
that would be insulting to their own cultures, i.e.,
“gypsy” men are portrayed as more violent and
misogynist and their women as less chaste than
members of other groups. One can add to this
stereotypical Hollywood and other movie images of
ethnic groups. Kevin singles out Sacha Baron Cohen’s
2006 film Borat: Cultural Learnings of America
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan
as a particularly grotesque caricature of East
European and Asian villagers. The British comedian
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also used music from the recordings of Ezma
Redzepova, the renowned Romani singer, without her
permission or paying for the right to use it. The film
grossed over $20 million, and there was no question
that Ezma should have been paid royalty fees (Kevin’s
editorial in February 2007 issue). This example also
highlights the difference between profit-making
ventures which can well afford to pay royalty fees,
and small, non-profit folk dance groups. One,
nevertheless, has to agree with Kevin that folk dance
leaders and instructors need to acknowledge
musicians and to urge their members to buy their
music (February 2000).
Canadian Identity
The perennial and perplexing question about
Canadian identity was raised in a number of issues.
In an editorial, Kevin argued that there is “no one set
of dances that we can say define our identity at this
point.” He then concluded that what is usually labelled
as Canadian music and dances have been “adapted
from French, English, Irish, Scottish origins, but as
they say, the ‘folk process’ means adopting and
adapting. Anything that is transplanted must also be
adapted to its new locale” (February 2008). In her
review of the Canadian dances taught by Dale Hyde
at the 2005 Ontario Folk Dance Camp in Waterloo,
Mirdza Jaunzemis reached a similar conclusion. She
notes that 18th- and 19th-century settlers in Canada
from the British Isles and France adapted old-country
dances into distinctive Canadian ones in their new
homes (September 2005). We have also enjoyed
France Bourque-Moreau’s very instructive workshops
on French-Canadian dances at the 2003 Ontario Folk
Dance Camp (also see my review of the 1999
Perseids Montreal camp in October 1999). Dudley
Laufman’s long article on “Dancing in Quebec”
(February 1999) is outstanding in describing the
dance scene in community basements in Quebec, and
the similarities and differences between their dances
and New England dances across the border in the
United States.
Have other settlers to Canada, besides those
from Britain and France, adapted dances from the
“old” country to the new? Many of these settlers
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area, however, these important
arrived in Canada many generations
issues were secondary to the
ago, and settled in concentrated
problem of keeping our activity
geographic areas, such as Ukrainians in
alive.
the Prairie Provinces. Did they develop
a Ukrainian-Canadian style of folk
OFDA Survival and Renewal
dancing as distinct from “traditional”
Ukrainian dances displayed by their
Myrna Levine, who was elected
performance groups? Did they join
OFDA president in 1998, had to
other ethnic groups in developing
resign in 1999 for personal reasons,
hybrids when they got together to
with Adam Kossowski taking over
celebrate weddings and other special
as Acting President in 1999. Myrna
occasions? For example, I recall that
was re-elected in 2000 but resigned
when we arrived in Canada in the early
before completing her two-year
1950s from Displaced Peoples’ (DP)
term. At the May 2001 OFDA
camps in post-war Europe, the party
annual meeting, Bev Sidney and
dances
in
Polish-Canadian
Kevin Budd were elected as
communities in Brantford were
President and Vice-President (June,
Dale Hyde, 2007.
distinctly different from the dances in
2001), adding these duties to their
the camps. Could the Chicago-style polka be a “new” already heavy workload of producing the Folk
world adaptation that is distinctly North American? Dancer magazine. They all worked very hard to
This very aerobic style of polka was obviously a energize the folk dance movement. This included a
social or recreational “folk” dance as opposed to tri-cultural event, organized by Myrna, with
“old” country Polish dances which were performed international folk dancers and the Serbian- and
on stage on special occasions. These performance Romanian-Canadian communities in Toronto, with
dances were already the more gentrified versions of Miroslav Marcetic as guest instructor (October
village dances. To be of peasant background (as were 2000). As already noted, OFDA also reached out to
most DPs, such as my parents) was something to be the Sacred Circle community in co-hosting a joint
ashamed of rather than displayed as folklore. Kevin workshop in February 2001. An exchange between
provides some humorous aphorisms to describe the IFDC and the Ottawa club was initiated in September
phenomenon of imagined ideal village folk dances of 2000 (June 2000), but the distance between
so long as one does not look like a villager doing Toronto and Ottawa was too great to make this a
them (May 2008). It is a reminder that folk dance regular occurrence. The norm for co-operative
has a social-economic class as much as an ethno- ventures between OFDA and clubs continued to be
geographic dimension.
restricted to the Toronto and Hamilton area and was
a means of sharing costs of workshops with
The question of how one represents Canada’s rich international dance instructors. This included OFDA’s
demo-graphic
makeup
at
international co-sponsorship with IFDC of a Romanian workshop
folk dance festivals or on major occasions, such as with Theodor Vasilescu in 1999 (May 1999).
Canada’s upcoming 150th anniversary in 2017, will Beginning in 2000, OFDA also continues to sponsor
become increasingly complex. How does one summer dancing in Hamilton with Adam Kossowski.
balance depictions of European settlers with
immigrants who increasingly come from Asia and
Despite these efforts, OFDA was at a crisis
other continents? Perhaps dances choreographed to point. Membership continued to decline, with 269
“world music,” with its fusion of regional Middle members in 2001 (June 2001), compared to 460 in
Eastern, Asian, Latin American, Balkan and other 1992 and 331 in 1997 (see previous article). In 2002,
genres of music, like North American jazz, might be Bev Sidney appealed for volunteers, stating that
the solution. For international folk dancers in our “OFDA is teetering at the brink of dissolution for

want of a critical mass of committed people willing
to help run the show” (February 2002).
In response, volunteers came forward to serve
on OFDA’s Steering Committee and Executive. When
Hy Diamond, who had led the summer dance in the
park for many years, could no longer continue, Walter
Zagorski and others were willing to take over. The
problem of storing books and magazines in OFDA’s
collection was resolved by donating them to York
University, where they could be properly catalogued
and used by students and others interested in folklore
research (February 2003). For the same reason, Mary
Ann and Michael Herman’s collection of records and
other folk dance material found a home at the
Kentucky Dance Foundation (September 1998).
Thanks to Al Gladstone’s contacts, the Ralph
Thornton Community Centre on Queen Street West
in Toronto became the regular venue for OFDA
activities in 2003. It continues to serve as the meeting
place for OFDA’s regular events including
performances and workshops by visiting groups
showcasing dances from New Guinea to Latvia. Other
OFDA events included workshops such as Balkan
rhythms with Judy Silver and Yiddish folk dances with
Helen Winkler. Helen also wrote very informative
articles on adaptive dancing for teens and adults “with
developmental delays” (September 2005). OFDA
paid tribute to Denis Bowman in 2008 for his many
years of hosting folk dance parties at his home at
King Summit. Fethi Karakeçili, a doctoral student at
York University, gave an OFDA workshop on Kurdish
dances. (He was also one of the teachers at the 2010
dance camp at Waterloo.) OFDA and the Hamilton
group co-sponsored a number of very successful
workshops with out-of-town guest teachers, such as
Cristian Florescu and Sonia Dion in 2009 and Yves
Moreau in 2010. The February 2011 issue reported
on “world music” workshops with York University
students led by Professors Judith Cohen and Irene
Markoff as well as Fethi.
We also heard from some younger dancers.
Shaina Silver-Baird (then age 14) received an OTEA
scholarship to attend (with her parents, Judy Silver
and Bill Baird) the 2003 “Perseids” Montreal Camp.
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Shaina’s review of that camp sparkled with the
enthusiasm of a young dancer (October 2003). In the
same issue, Adrianna Wenk (another young OTEA
scholarship recipient) reported on her participation
at the Ogontz Family Camp in New Hampshire. Bella
Lamb (age 20) wrote about the 2004 Ontario Folk
Dance Camp in Waterloo (September 2004).
To attract new leaders, OFDA offered leadership
workshops (February 2006), and Teme Kernerman
organized another in a long series of Teacher Training
courses in 2007 and 2008 (June 2007 and February
2008). Maya Trost provided a report on the success
of these initiatives in the December 2007 issue: “New
Teachers Strut Their Stuff.” This was followed by a
more detailed report about new dance initiatives and
classes offered by the following: Riki Adivi, Dorothy
Archer, Sheryl Demetro, Adam Kossowski, Marylyn
Peringer, Eva Rosenbaum, Bev Sidney, Maya Trost
and Lyndon Than (October 2008).
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Denis Bowman talks with Rina Singha at Denis's
80th-birthday party, October 15, 2011.
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movement. Rita Shelelia wrote
In 2009, OFDA celebrated its 40th
about Georgi Terzieff (died in
anniversary with a wonderful banquet
2003) and his influence on the
followed by a dance at Estonian House
Balkan dance scene in Buffalo and
in Toronto. Over 140 participants from
broader international community
groups in Ontario and beyond attended
(October 2003). Ivy (Krehm)
this superbly organized event with
Wittmeyer (d. 2005) was
music provided by “Karamfil”
instrumental in starting folk
(Balkan) and the “West of Odessa”
dancing in Toronto and Ontario, as
(Klezmer) bands. The special-edition
was noted in my first article
wine served for the occasion was
(December 2011). Dick Crum (d.
produced by Maya Trost and Bev
2005) was an outstanding teacher
Sidney. Sandy Starkman was a most
who taught at many folk dance
capable MC, and Judy Silver and
camps (February 2006). Igor
Helen Winkler led many of the Balkan
Moiseyev, the choreographer who
and Klezmer dances. Many people
so heavily influenced the balletic
came in colourful folk outfits, thanks
style of folk dance performance,
to Karen Bennett’s beautiful collection
died in 2007 at the age of 101
of costumes. Teme Kernerman and
(December 2007). Despite
Nora Brett spoke about the beginnings
Steve Starchev (d. 2006).
criticisms of his balletic style
of OFDA. Others helped with
(noted in my previous article),
organization and billeting out-of-town
guests. It was one of the most successful community Moiseyev more than any other choreographer gave
events in decades, with some lovely pictures in the artistic expression to folk dance.
magazine as well as images on OFDA’s website. In
Closer to home, we mourned the passing of
expressing my ap-preciation to Bev for the
friends.
celebration, I raised the following complaint: Why
was the event not featured on the cover of OFDA’s
Bill Baird died on January 1, 2004 at the very
magazine and as the lead story rather than being young age of 54. Aside from his leading role in IFDC,
relegated to the back pages of the December 2009 Bill served on the editorial board and was a frequent
issue? We need to celebrate major
contributor to the magazine. Shaina
achievements.
Silver-Baird’s moving eulogy for
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Bev and the many capable
members who served on the executive
during this period deserve a lot of
credit for the survival and rejuvenation
of OFDA. The organization’s numbers
even improved, with 272 members in
2011. The membership fee of $24
($30 for couples) remains very
reasonable.
In Memoriam
The
international
dance
community paid tribute to people who
strongly influenced the folk dance

Ken Cowan, 2010.

her father was published, along with
many other tributes, in the February
2004 issue. Nancy Leslie paid
tribute to “The Two Gordons” in the
March 2005 issue. Gordon
Fitzpatrick (d. 2004) taught English
Country and other dances at the
University Settlement House as
well as other international and
English Country and Contra clubs.
Nancy stressed, “Over time,
Gordon was very vocal that
international folk dancing should
remain international and not be
extremely overshadowed by the
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Balkan and Israeli dances.” Gordon Melamed (d.
2004) was an ardent supporter of OFDA and of other
folk dance events. He was one of the original
participants at the first Ontario Folk Dance Camp in
1959 and was a regular contributor to the camp for
many years. Kevin Budd wrote in memory of Steve
Starchev, who died in 2006 (age 51). A noted Toronto
radio host for CBC and talented musician, Steve was
especially fondly remembered for his performances
on the hurdy-gurdy. We also mourned the death of
Sharon Smith, who died in 2007 (age 54). Helen
Griffin recalled Sharon’s love of dance and
contributions to the Hamilton International Folk
Dance Club as well as her love of theatrical
performances, especially in skits at the annual
Waterloo camp (December 2007). Another great loss
was Margaret Whelan (d. 2008). Margaret served as
OFDA president and was in charge of advertising of
the magazine from 1978 to 2002. Her magnanimous
personality and many contributions were fondly
remembered by Kevin Budd, Karen Bennett and Bev
Sidney in the June 2008 issue. Adrienne Beecker’s
tribute to Kenneth Cowan (d. 2011) recalled Ken’s
devotion to his family and community and his love
of African drums. Ken danced with Olga
Sandolowich’s group in Toronto, served on the OFDA
executive and helped out in running events at various
camps (June 2011). Myrna Levine, past president of
OFDA, also died in 2011. Right to the end, she kept
on dancing despite aching joints. Myrna’s poem
“Confessions of an Arthritic Senior Folk Dancer” was
published in the October 2011 issue.
We remember them by dancing. It is our way of
celebrating their lives and their contributions to our
dance community.
Celebrations
There were happier reasons to dance. In 2000,
Rina Singha received the William Kilbourne Award
for her contribution to Toronto’s artistic and cultural
life. Her many achievements include her contribution
to the film Can Racial Attitudes Be Changed?
(September 2000). Rina continues to offer Indian
dance classes in Toronto.
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Teme Kernerman was honoured by the “IsReal”
Dance Festival for her outstanding achievement in
promoting Israeli and international folk dance for six
decades. This includes organizing the annual
Rikudiyah children’s festival, directing various
performance groups as well as offering teacher and
leadership training courses. At the June 2007 IsReal
festival, there was a dance presentation of “Oseh
Shalom,” an original dance choreographed by Teme.
The Don Heights Dancers celebrated their 30th
anniversary in 2003 with a huge party that included a
performance by the Selyani performing group and
tributes to Olga Veloff Sandolowich, group leader
and teacher (December 2003). The December 2010
issue congratulated Olga for receiving the United
Macedonian Diaspora Outstanding Achievement
Award in recognition of “Olga’s 57 years of
Excellence and Out-standing Achievement in the
Arts.”
Ontario Folk Dance Camp celebrated 50 years
of dancing in May 2009. Judy Bourke wrote about
the highlights of that major anniversary in the June
2009 issue. The 2009 camp syllabus included an
impressive list of all the teachers who have taught at
the camp from 1959 to 2009. Nancy Leslie
interviewed Teme Kernerman concerning the start
of the camp in the September 2008 issue. The many
reviews in the magazine are a reminder of the
profound influence of that camp in enriching our
diverse repertoire.
For many decades, it has been Sandy Starkman
and her capable team of colleagues who have
continued to be responsible for organizing the annual
Ontario camps. Sandy also organizes the annual
summer Maine camps, instructs on numerous dance
cruises, teaches folk dance classes in Toronto and is
a guest teacher in groups in Canada and the United
States. In 2008, Sandy was honoured with a “lifetime
achievement” National Dance Award at the San
Antonio Folk Dance festival (May 2008).
Clubs
OFDA can only be as strong as individual clubs,
since they are the major source of the organization’s
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Burnhamthorpe Community Centre in Mississauga.
Dorothy Archer has started an international folk dance
group at the North York Seniors Centre. Riki Adivi
has started a group in Richmond Hill which includes
some relatively young participants. This list does not
include all the clubs that offer Scottish Country,
Swing and other classes.

Sandy Starkman, Waterloo camp, 2012

There is, unfortunately, little information about
the London folk dancers in the magazine. Based on
my communications with some of the vibrant
dancers from London, who often join us at the
Hamilton club for special occasions, London has a
long history of folk dancing with teachers like Sharon
Wise, Ross Lemon and Tova Zarnowiecki. Since
moving to London in the late 1980s, Leslie Hallock
has added her many years of teaching experience to
the London scene. As an American student, Leslie
had danced in the performing group “Lado” while she
was studying in Zagreb. The current London group
also includes Yaga McInnes, who started to folk dance
in the mid-1970s; Terry Snider, whose parents taught
folk dancing for many years in Vancouver; and
Rexhep (Rexi) Ferati, who danced with the
performing group “Shota” in Kosovo prior to
emigrating to North America. Heidi
Williams, another lovely London
dancer, has volunteered to write a
history of folk dancing in London
for the Folk Dancer.

membership and of volunteers who serve on the
executive. It is an encouraging sign that the 2011 list
of weekly classes in Toronto was longer than noted
in my previous article. Olga’s group at Don Heights,
which began in 1973, is still a going concern, and
Olga offers classes in other centres of the city. IFDC,
which began in 1974, remains an important centre
with talented teachers such as Judy Silver (the group
leader), Karen Bennett, Terri Taggart, Helen Winkler
and Walter Zagorski, among others. David Yee, who
began teaching with Al Gladstone, continues to lead
classes at the Ralph Thornton Centre. While Al
Gladstone no longer leads a group, he is the contact
person for dance, folk arts and
program consultation. International
dance classes which began in Jewish
community centres many decades ago
are still ongoing, with many instructors
joining the teaching core of Teme and
Sandy. There are, however, very few
articles in the magazine about the
history of folk dancing at the Jewish
community centres, especially the
relationship between international and
Israeli groups. The newer groups in the
Toronto area include Miroslav
Marcetic’s energetic Wednesday
Serbian classes for adults at the
Judy Silver, 2009
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As already noted earlier, the dynamic Ottawa
club, which celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2008,
has a long association with dancers from the Ottawa
region as well as Quebec. Their leaders also have
submitted regular reports about the club’s activities
to the Folk Dancer.

When I wrote a long article in
the June 2004 issue on the 20th
anniversary of the Hamilton
International Folk Dance Club
(HIFDC), I also paid for a full-page
ad thanking all of our members for
their many years of contributing to
the club. At that time, I did not
expect that we would still be
dancing as a club well into our 29th
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year. Volunteer clubs, as a general rule, have a short
lifespan before they burn out, and I frequently remind
myself not to take our community for granted:
“Dance as if each session is our last.” But we – like
members of other clubs with even a longer history –
are still dancing and celebrating birthdays,
anniversaries and any other excuse for a party. Adam
Kossowski, who has been a member of HIFDC since
1985, continues to organize the summer dance
programs in the park. Starting in 2011, Adam began

Rexi Ferati leads a line at the OFDA
Assyrian café, October 13, 2012. Next
to him is Frances Cohen.
teaching classes for adults in Kitchener. There may
be other opportunities to start folk dance clubs in
smaller cities. Helen Griffin, who danced with the
Hamilton group before moving to Peterborough in
2011, has been encouraged to start a club in that city.
Since moving to Hamilton in 2002, Dale Hyde
has been a regular contributor to HIFDC and is our
resident expert on Canadian, British as well as many
other dances. Dale also teaches two day-time classes
(International and Canadian Step Dance) at the YWCA
in Hamilton, and is a frequent guest instructor at
English Country dances. Dale Hyde is well-known
to the international folk dance community as a
teacher and choreographer. As noted in previous
articles, he was the founder and director of the
Canadian Dance Tapestry, a group that performed at
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numerous Canadian and international festivals. An
internationally recognized researcher and
choreographer of Canadian folk dances, Dale has
offered many workshops in Canada, the United
States and Europe. His most recent research is on
the traditional dances of Wales.
Conclusion
This series, “Folk Dancing: Then and Now,”
demonstrates the enduring nature of folk dancing. It
is a reminder of the many wonderful people who have
developed and sustained the movement in Ontario
and beyond. We are also beholden to all the editors
and staff of the magazine who have left an impressive
record of folk dance history. We have a solid
foundation to continue promoting folk dance, and
have many talented teachers, organizers and
enthusiastic participants. While the decline in
numbers is a concern, I remain optimistic about the
activity that continues to give us so much joy. There
is enough “ageism” in our culture without us adding
to it by bemoaning the age of our members. At least
we are all aging at the same rate. Cecille Ratney and
Kitty Cohen celebrated their respective 95th and 99th
birthdays in December 2011. They are still dancing.
So are we. That is reason enough to celebrate.
Endnote: Members of the editorial board as well as
OFDA executive members are listed in each issue
of the Folk Dancer. As noted in my previous article,
Marg Murphy prepared a chronological account of
OFDA’s policies and a list of all executive members
from 1969 to 1994. An updated list is being prepared.

